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Development of Survey Instruments for the Study of Educational

Research, Development, Diffusion and Evaluation Training Requirements

THE PROBLEM

Information concerning the job functions and training of personnel

engaged in educational Research, Development, Diffusion and Evaluation

activities (R-D-D-E) is needed by the Research Training Branch (RTB),

Division of Research and Development Resources, National Center For

Educational Research and Development (NCERD) in order to assist in the

development of programs responding to requirements for trained personnel

in those activity areas. Certain of the questions relating to types of

employment, numbers employed, experience and educational backgrounds of

current employees, training needs and areas of current and future employment

can best be answered through data from a national survey of employers of

R-D-D-E personnel and of the personnel themselves. Stanford Research

Institute has been given the responsibility for developing and pretesting

the required survey instruments.

There are a number of RTB tasks to which the survey information will

contribute. The first of these is the determination of the number,

distribution by type, and location of educational R-D-D-E personnel. A

number of previous studies have provided some of the information needed

in these areas, but the proposed survey will be conducted on a national

probability sample basis and give a more definitive picture of the current

situation as regards educational R-D-D-E personnel. The estimates from

the survey can be used as a basis for projections of the need for educational

R-D-D-E personnel as that need relates to increasing R-D-D-E budgets.

A second major focus of the survey will be training requirements,

since RIB must develop plans and programs and specify funding for consortia
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or other training arrangements. Survey items relating to disciplines

in which current R-D-D-E employees are trained, previous experience

and employees' and supervisors' stated training needs will contribute

to such planning and programming. A related matter is that of the

transferability of personnel trained in behavioral or social science or

in other disciplines into educational R-D-D-E jobs. Such personnel

constitute a pool from which needed employees might be drawn, and it

will be useful to know what kinds of skills they may have and types

of previous employment and training needs as perceived by themselves

and their supervisors. Such information will provide one basis for

planning retraining or updating programs.

Planning training program content requires knowledge of the skills

needed in various kinds of R-D-D-E jobs, and the survey will provide such

information as well.

Recruiting and selection information will also be provided by the

survey.
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QUESTIONS ORIGINALLY POSED BY THE RESEARCH TRAINING BRANCH

The following questions were posed originally by RTB for possible

inclusion in the survey:

How many people are presently (at the time of the survey

employed in educational R-D-D-E activities in the United States?

In what types of activities are they employed?

How many are employed at each of several professionals levels?

What are the average annual salaries ..)/ levels?

-What proportions are full time and part time employees?

How are educational R-D-D-E employees distributed with respect

to ethnic groups, sex and geography?

In what types uf institutions are educational R-D-D-E

personnel employed?

What kinds of job preparation have they had, including

formal preservice education, inservice education and training

and on the job training and experience?

What is the average length of service in the same job activity,

at the same level and in the same institution?

What value level do employees assign to their work as compared

to other jobs for which they might be qualified?

What possibilities for advancement do they see in their work?

What proportion view themselves as skilled in other areas of

-Aucation?

How many additional persons will be employed in educational

R-D-D-E in three years from the period of the survey?

How much additional employment will result from turnover rather

than growth as personnel leave educational R-D-D-E or are promoted.
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In a non-growth situation, how will change in R-D-D-E activities

be reflected in demands for differing job skills?

If needed skills remain stable, how much additional employment

will result from increased funding of educational R-D-D-E?

How will fluctuation in educational priorities and funding

be reflected in differing demands for job skills?

What are the preferences for training by type, i.e. , preemployment,

formal postemployment or on-the-job, and what is the willingness

of employers to pay for needed employee training?

What kinds of recruitment and selection procedures and criteria

are used?

What importance do employers place on degrees as employment

requirements?

What skills and skill groupings are needed in educational R-D-D-E?

At what level do employers rate quality of skills in their

employees?

How satisfied are employees with their R-D-D-E jobs?

The questions were many and diverse, and the task was to fit them into

instruments of usable length and minimal complexity so as to obtain a

satisfactory rate of return.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES

Two basic types of instruments were required, one to be filled out

by employers or supervisors and one by employees. A substantial body

of background information was examined prior to designing the questionnaires

and writing the items. In particular, the listing of R-D-D-E skills

prepared by the American Educational Research Association (AERA) Task Force

on Training of Educational Research Personnel was found to be comprehensive

and very useful. The pretest questionnaires used most of these items

substantially as they were originally written. All of the items are given

in Appendix A. Another source that provided item formats for the final

version of the questionnaires was The General Position Activities

Questionnaire prepared by Teaching Research, a division of the Oregon State

System of Education.

Ultimately, two versions of the employer questionnaire, designed

to be used by two different types of employers, and four versions of the

employee questionnaire were produced and pretested. The necessity for

four versions of the employee instrument was based on our desire to use

most of the 94 comprehensive skill items on the AERA list, but to reduce

the response burden on any one individual, in accordance with the general

guideline for all questionnaires that they require minimum respondent time

consistent with the valid and reliable acquisition of the necessary survey

information.

Questionnaires were designed for use in a two-stage survey with employer

questionnaires mailed first, followed by the employee questionnaires sent

to a sample of employees selected on information provided by employers on

their questionnaires.

Format and content of both types of questionnaires were heavily

influenced by the information obtained in a series of interviews conducted
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with local education agency personnel and with supervisors and employees

in a variety of research and development organizations in the San Francisco

Bay Area. These interviews included discussion of the RTB information

needs in relation to the kinds of information that each type of agency

could and would be willing to provide, consideration of appropriate formats

for various kinds of questions, and general discussion of the problems

relating to R-D-D-E employment and training.

Employer questionnaires

Two primary types of employers of R-D-D-E personnel were tJ be surveyed.

The first of these were leaders of educational R-D-D-E projects funded by

the U. S. Office of Education, the Office of Economic Opportunity, or the

National Science Foundation.

school districts. Additional

respondents included leaders

The second were leaders of R-D-D-E units in

smaller but not less important groups of

of projects or units situated in governmental

bodies at Federal, State or County levels and personnel in Federally

funded research and development laboratories and centers. It was hoped

that questionnaires prepared for the first two categories would also be

appropriate for these latter groups with minimal modification.

The previously listed questions posed by RTB formed the basis for

development of the following areas that were covered in the employer

questionnaire:

Identification of respondents, their institutions and projects

or work units (identification information asked for in questionnaires

sent to project leaders differed in some respects from that to be

obtained from local education agency work units)

Identification by percentage of time spent on each of the kinds

of work performed by the units or project personnel
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Identification of skills and content area knowledge difficult

to find in recruiting and

Recruiting procedures and

effectiveness

Selection techniques used with estimates of their effectiveness

Numbers of employees and full time equivalents in each of seven

personnel categories including director or principal investigator,

research and development associate, assistant, intern, technician

paraprofessional and clerical, with estimates of education and

experience required for successful performance in each category

and listing of formal organizational requirements for each

category

Estimates of adequacy of previous training of

in each personnel category

Description of kinds of in-house employee

specification of frequency of use

Estimates of need for additional training in each

selecting personnel

methods used with estimates of their

current employees

raining used with

of a variety

of educational R-D-D-E activities (selected from the AERA list)

and indication of areas in which training materials would be

desired

Indication of value placed on each of a variety of training

approaches for current employees

Indication of number of current unfilled positions, losses in

the last year and additions in the last year for each

personnel category

Estimates of number of employees in each personnel category to

be hired in the coming two years



Estimates of need for additional employees by type and skill if

funding were increased by 50% in the coming year

It was anticipated that information in each of those areas drawn from

appropriately structured samples of project directors, local education agency

unit directors and federal and state education personnel would provide a full

picture of personnel shortages and training needs seen from the point of view

of employers of educational R-D-D-E personnel

The employer questionnai e was also to ask for a listing by name of

current employees from which a sample of employees could be drawn by the

survey agency. The sample members were then to be sent employee

questionnaires.

The employer questionnaire was subjected to a number of revisions

in order to reflect the comments of the persons who were interviewed and

to reduce it in length and complexity so as to enhance the probability of

achieving a high return rate of usable questionnaires. It was recognized

that the number of areas to be covered might be so great as to make the

pretest questionnaire excessively long, but we felt it necessary to use

the pretest results as one of the primary bases for cuts, so there seemed to

be no alternative to mailing a long version informing the respondents that

it was a pretest and asking their cooperation in helping us to tighten up

the instruments for ultimate use.

Copies of the pretest mailout employer questionnaires are in Appendix B.

Employee Questionnaires

As indicated above employees in the projects and units to whom employer

questionnaires were sent were also asked to respond to a questionnaire

concerning their work activities, experience and training. It was desired
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also that the employee and employer questionnaire have some common items

so as to permit cross comparisons between the two groups of respondents.

The following areas based on the original RTB questions covered

in the employee questionnaires:

o Identification of respondents, their institutions and projects

or work units, their ages, sex, salaries, and formal education

levels

Indications of levels of involvement in a variety of R-D-D-E

activities, experiential or educational source of the acquisition

of the skills needed for each activity and estimates of the need

for additional training in the skills needed for each activity.

Amount of formal course work in each of a variety of educational

areas

Amount of in-house or on-the-job training obtained since employment

in R-D-D-E fields

Specification of educational R-D-D-E in which respondents are

currently active with their estimates of the degree to which

their skills have increased in each activity during present employment

and of the amount of additional training needed in each activity

area. (The activity areas listed were identical with those on the

employer forms so as to permit comparisons of the training need

perceptions of both groups of respondents)

Types of previous employers, years spent with each and estimates

of relevanc.-2 of each previous type of employment to current jobs

Existing skills not used on current jobs

Job satisfaction

ii
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Estimate of advancement possibilities

Value to respondent of various types of training or training materials

Importance of college credit for additional training

There were four versions of Questionnaire B for employees. They differed

only in respect to the lists of educational R-D-D-E items that were included

in each. The problem was to use all of the carefully developed list of AERA

items, but not to overburden any one respondent. Ten items were common to

all lists. The remaining 84 items were divided equally (21 each) among the

four versions so that each individual would respond to a total of 31. The

wording of some items was changed (usually by shortening) for our purposes.

The ten common items were as follows:

Identifying and delineating significant researchable problems

Interpreting and drawing appropriate conclusions and implications

from data analyses

Specifying desired performance outcomes (objectives) of instruction

Describing a product to be developed

Selecting the most effective dissemination vehicles to convey

information to target groups

Implementing actual dissemination, including the direction of

technical production personnel

Identifying and rating alternative strategies for attaining

the selected educational system objectives

Identifying and rating available educational program resources

(human, material and financial) and/or potential sources of

support



Developing general criteria and designing data collection

procedures for application in measuring the effectiveness and

efficiency of existing innovative practices and products,

Selecting (or developing) and using techniques of measurement

to yield information relevant to standards to be used

The set of ten items listed were chosen as the common ones because

they include some from each of the R-D-D-E categories and because the

items listed were among those receiving the highest number of mentions

as most important or critical in the AERA survey and regarded as significant

for the proposed survey.

Information from employee questionnaires was expected to supplement

and complement that from employer questionnaires so as to provide a

comprehensive picture of educational R-D-D-E personnel characteristics,

experience and training backgrounds and training needs.

The mailout employee questionnaires are in Appendix B.
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DESCRIPTION AND CONDUCT OF THE FIELD TEST

The field test was designed to duplicate as much as possible under

the necessary time constraints, the conditions that would obtain in the

main survey effort itself. Respondents were informed, however, that the

questionnaires were being pretested, and they were asked to comment on

any and all aspects of content of format and to suggest any changes

that they felt might be appropriate. Both the response rate and the

response time may have been affected by the request to comment on the

questionnaire, but it was felt necessary to do so in order to pretest

thoroughly.

The mail pretest had been preceded by a substantial number of inter-

views with project and Local Education Agency (LEA) unit directors and

their subordinates and with questionnaire specialists in which earlier

versions of the questionnaires were gone over in detail to obtain coments

aid criticisms. Interviewees were asked to indicate the appropriateness

of each of the items as it related to their activities, whether or not

they could answer each unequivocally, and their detection of ambiguities

or redundancies. The interview results were used to make further revisions

in the questionnaires and procedures prior to the pretest mailout.

A special interview pretest involving Federal Government personnel

was also carried out. About one dozen interviews were conducted. Respondents

were asked to fill out the questionnaires while the SRI interviewer was

present, and to comment on each item as they felt appropriate. Most of the

respondents were from the Office of Education but the National Science

Foundation and the Office of Economic Opportunity were represented as well.

14



1.11ple_for the Mail Pretest

The mail questionnaire

San Francisco Bay Area with

Nevada, and Oregon. It was
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pretest was conducted primarily in the

some additional mailout to Southern California,

felt that a sample chosen from these areas

would be sufficiently representative for pretest purposes, that the response

time might be reduced by the shorter distances and that it would be easier

to conduct any necessary telephone followup if the pretest were localized.

The mail questionnaire sample of California School Districts was

selected according to size of the district based on student census data.

The districts ranged in size from 1,000 to 770,000 and were further sub-

divided into the foll wing intervals.

District Size

50,000 or more

25,000 to 49,999

12,000 to 24,999

Less than 12,000

Number of ristricts Sampled

9

12

1 7

26

Total sample 64

The second population sampled consisted of universities and organizations

with current on-going projects related to educational R-D-D-E. These projects

were categorized by dollar amount of the contract or grant with a range from

$5,000 to over $200,000 and divided into the following intervals.

Project Doll_ar Amount Number of Projects Sampled

200,000 or more 11

100,000 to 199,999 10

50,000 to 99,999 1 1

Less than 50,000 9

Total sample 41

15
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Another group to whom questionnaires were sent were Federally

sponsored Research and Development Laboratories and Centers. These

organizations are major employers of R-D-D-E personnel, and it was

essential that they be included.

Questionnaires were also sent to the State Departments of

Education in California, Nevada, and Oregon.

For the purposes of the pre-test, only two of the four employee

forms were used. The overall scheme for the mailing was as follows:

School
District

Package with Questionnaire
and 4 Questionnaire
Form Bl

A

B

Form B2

Questionnaire A only to
return list of names

Total
sent

Form B1 Form 82

22 20 12 10 64

Project
or Unit
Director

15 12 8 6 41

Total 37 2 20 16 105

Descri tion o the uestionnaire Mailin

Two general methods were employed in mailing the questionnaires to both

project directors and school districts. The first of these involved enclosing

four "employee" forms (Questionnaire B) with the "employer" form (Questionnaire

A) with the request that the individual receiving the package route them to

the appropriate respondents. The second method included a page in

Questionnaire A on which the respondent could write in the names of a

sample of individuals working on the project who would be potential respondents

on Questionnaire B. A procedure for choosing the names from a roster of

project or unit staff was included also. The intent of this dual procedure

was to try out both methods for possible future use in the final survey.
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The ultimate choice of method was to be based on the kinds of responsPs

received from the two approaches, on which method would produce the most

satisfactory sample of employees and on any time limitations that might

exist, since two separate mailings may be expected to take longer in

view of the need to get fairly complete returns from the first mailing

before structuriog the sample and sending out the second mailing. The

latter procedure has an advantage, however, in that it permits the

survey contractor to choose the sample from a complete roster rather

than having its choice based on local sampling that might not always

be carried out strictly in accordance with the instructions given.

Questionnaire Returns

All Questionnaires were mailed on or before November 20, 1971 with

the first returns being received approximately four days later. Between

the time of the initial return and December 3, 1971 (the first two week

period) there were 30 returns from school districts and 8 from project

or unit directors. During the following three week period the returns

were 9 and 6 respectively. Although these figures represent both complete

and incomplete forms, they do indicate that the majority of responses

will be received within two or three weeks of the initial mailing date.

This is consistent with SRI experience in previous surveys.

Of the returns received during the first two weeks there were three

completed by Project Leaders and three completed by School Districts. Three

incomplete returns were received from Project Leaders and 23 from School

Districts. It should be noted that most of the incomplete returns from

School Districts resulted from the fact that they did not employ at least

one full time person or full-time equivalent in R-D-D-E as they understood

the descriptions of these activities. We established the criterion of one
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full time employee or equivalent as determined whether or not the form

should be filled out. A few incompletes were from districts that

routinely refuse to fill out questionnaires, of which there are an increasing

number. A probable additional factor in accounting for low return rates

in recognition that there have been previous and fairly recent surveys

in this field and an inability to understand why it is necessary to conduct

another survey. Some projects involve only one or two people, and it

may have been difficult for them to see how the personnel survey was

relevant to their activities, especially if employees are graduate students

or other faculty members. A few commented to that effect. Some directors

of larger projects could not see the relevance of the survey to their

concerns, felt that their organization, staffing and funding were not

appropriate to the survey questions, that previous work with which they

were familiar had already covered the area or simply did not want to

take the time to fill out an instrument relating only peripherally to

their work.

All pretest returns vere examined carefully so as to insure that no

relevant comments were missed, but there was no attempt to tabulate the

results in view of the a areness of the respondents that the questionnaires

were being pretested, the limited returns in some categories, and our

primary interest in format and wording rather than specific responses

to the questions.

Comments and Recommendations Received in Returns

The mail pretest returns included a number of comments, recommendations

and suggested changes. The following (listed roughly in order of frequency

of mention from highest to lowest) appeared most prominently:

is



The questionnaires should be reduced in length. (The pretest

instruments had, of course, contained more items than would

ultimately be used, but we felt it essential to get reactions

to all of them in order to determine which ones should be

selected for the final questionnaires.)

The number of R-D-D-E activity and skill items should be reduced

on both questionnaires

The multiple responses required for the R-D-D-E activity and

skill items should be reduced on the employee questionnaire

The R-D-D-E activity and skill items should be reworded, made

more pointed and shortened on both questionnaires

The item on the employer questionnaire having to do with

percentages of time devoted to various kinds of activities

should be reformatted and the response task simplified.

The question on the employer questionnaire asking for an

indication of need for training for employees in each of a

number of activities should be eliminated because the

employer could not make such judgements for all of his

employees considered as a group

The personnel categories on the employer questionnaire should be

reduced in number and consolidated so as to make it clear what the

distinctions are. Some organizations use other systems of

categorization, and there is insufficient uniformity to permit

unequivocal responses to the item.
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Comments on the luestionnaires from Federal Agency Personnel

Federal Agency respondents filled out the questionnaires while the

SRI interviewer was present so there was an opportunity for the exchange

of ideas. The following comments were made:

The questionnaires lack direct relevance to the work activities

and positions of most Federal employees, primarily because they

administer and monitor the R-D-D-E activities of others rather

than conducting them.

Questions relating to funding and its relationship to manpower

have a different meaning for Federal personnel, since budget

justifications must include specific personnel requirements.

Questionnaires should be shortened so as to conserve respondent

time.

There is some confusion about tenure in the present job for

Federal employees since they often transfer within an organization.

The list of activities in the employee questionnaire should be

shortened and meanings clarified.

On the employer questionnaire, the list of activity items in

Question 9 was felt to represent several levels of generality,

and some should be subsets of others.

The rating of percent of effort devoted to various activities

(Question 1) was felt to be very difficult to carry out, and it

was suggested that there was a need for specifying either man

hours or dollars

The personnel categories on the employer questionnaire were not

appropriate for federal employees and distinctions among the

categories were not entirely clear.
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In general, respondents felt that a somewhat broader view of

R-D-D-E and R-D-D-E personnel should be taken. This may have

been due to their not having seen all of the work activity

items, although they were informed that the list they saw was

not meant to be comprehensive.

Cost data for the preparation and mailing of the questionnaires is

provided in Appendix D.
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REVISIONS RESULTING FROM THE PRETEST

The questionnaires were subjected to four or five revisions prior to

the mail pretest. The early changes were based on conversations with

questionnaire specialists at SRI and elsewhere and the reactions of school

district and project personnel who were interviewed and asked to comment

in detail on each of the questionnaire items. Most of the changes prior

to the mail pretest had to do with the wording and format of the items with

the aim of insuring that potential respondents would understand the

instructions and the items and be able to give unambiguous responses to

them. The areas to be covered were not changed during the preliminary

revision phase.

Revisions to the Em o er Suestionnalre

A copy of the revised Employer Questionnaire is in Appendix C.

The cover letters were revised so as to be appropriate for the final

survey rather than the pretest. A draft of an additional cover letter

to be sent from The Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education (BESE) or

The National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) to school districts,

or from the project sponsoring organization of The National Center for

Educational Research and Development (NCERD) or NCES to Project Directors

were also prepared for use in obtaining cooperation from potential respondents.

In the case of National Science Foundation or Office of Economic Opportunity

sponsors the letter would come from them.

R-D-D-E activity descriptions were made more operational. Minor changes

in identifying information were made also.

Each item in the mailout questionnaire will be described below, and

any changes will be specified.



Pretest
Question
Number

Question 1

Question 2

Question

Que tion 4

Question 5

Question 6
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required an estimate of percent of effort devoted to

a variety of activities. In the revised form the

number of activities has been reduced, and those

remaining are more closely centered around R-D-D-E.

Response is now in terms of the four categories of

"large", "moderate", "small" or "no part" of the effort

instead of percentage estimates.

concerning skills or sensitivities that have been

difficult to find in recruiting is now Question 10,

and it has been reworded slightly.

concerning content area knowledge that has been

difficult to find in recruiting is now Question 11,

and it has been reworded slightly.

concerning recruiting procedures used and their degrees

of effectiveness is now Question 12.

concerning selection techniques used and their degrees

of effectiveness is now Question 13.

concerning the number of employees in each of seven

personnel categories and the respondents' and his

organizations' requirements for each position is now

Question 2. The previous categories were as follows:



Director or principal irr:estigator

Full responsibility for a program or a large sca e project

Research and Development Associate

Full responsibility for medium size and smaller projects

Research and Development Assistant

Responsibility under supervision for some part of a project

such as for data collection and reduction

Research and Development Intern

Carries out assigned specific tasks under supervision

Technician

Carries out assigned specific tasks requiring limited

technical skills under supervision

Paraprofessional

Carries out assigned specific tasks requi ing little or

no technical skill under supervision

Clerical

The new categories are:

Professional

Substantial responsibility for carrying out project or

unit tasks independently

Paraprofessional

Responsibility for carrying out project or unit tasks

under moderate to heavy supervision, with little

independence of action

Technical

Trained for and carries out specific project activities

such as computer programming, audio-visual Bid preparation

or art work

4
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e Clerical

Routine typing, filing, numerical and other clerical tasks

The respondent is now asked only to provide the numbers of

full-time and part-time employees and the number of full time

equivalents. The requirements categories have been eliminated.

Question 7 concerning previous training for each personnel

category has been eliminated.

Question 8 concerning varieties of in-house employee trainig used

is now Question 7 and the request to indicate numbers

of times used, percent of employees enrolled, time required,

and course descriptions has been eliminated.

Question 9 concerning R-D-D-E activities in which employees needed

training and desired training materials has been

eliminated.

Question 10 concerning the value of various training approaches

is now Question 8.

Question 11 concerning unfilled positions, losses, and personnel

added is now Question 4. The personnel categories have

been changed as in Question 2 on the final form.

Question 12 concerning anticipated hiring in the next two years is

now Question 5. Personnel catego ies are as in

Questions 2 and 4.

Question 13 concerning hiring if additional funding were available

is now Question 6 and the increase in funding has been

reduced from 50 to 25 percent.

25
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Question 14 asking for a listing of personnel by name is now

Question 3, and tnere is an additional requirement

to specify either full time or the fraction of full

time that was worked for each employee.

A rationale for each of the questionnaire items has been appended

in addition.

The general effect of the revisions is to shorten the instrument

and make the response task simpler and easier.

Revisions to the Em.lo ee suestlonnaire

The revised Employee Questionnaire is in Appendix C.

The cover letter was revised so as to be appropriate for the final

survey rather than the pretest. Additional assurances regarding confi-

dentiality were included.

Minor changes in identifying information were made.

Each item in the mailout questionnaire will be described below, and

any changes will be specified.

Pretest
Question
Number

Question 1 was the list of 31 activity items (10 common and

21 different on each of the four forms). Respondents

were to indicate their degrees of involvement in each,

the means by which they acquired the skills for each,

and the extent of their felt need for training in each

set of skills. This is now item 3. There is one form,

and it includes only 25 of the items from the AERA list.

Ten items are common to the original four lists. The

remaining 15 were selected from the four lists. All have

been reworded in much briefer form. Response requirements

26
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have also been simplified. We adopted the seven-point

scale for degree of involvement in each activity that

was devised by Teaching Research, a Division of the

Oregon State System of Education on their General

Position Activities Questionnaire. Interest in

additional training is indicated by entering a "G",

"S" or "N" for "great", "small", or "no interest" in

additional training.

Question 2 concerning amount of education in each of 21 different

areas or disciplines remains as Question 2.

Question 3 concerning amounts of postemployment training is now

Question 4.

Question 4 concerning types of previous employers, numbers of years

with them and relevance to present jobs is now Question 1.

Question 5 concerning skills that the respondent has but does not

use in his present job has been eliminated.

Question 6 concerning extent of job satisfaction is now Question 7

and space for comment on reasons for satisfaction or

dissatisfaction has been added.

Question 7 concerning extent of advancement possibilities is now

Question 8 and space for listing reasons for estimates

of advancement probabilities had been added.

Question 8 concerning value placed on various types of additional

training is now Question 5.

Question 9 concerning degree of importance of college credit for

additional training is now Question
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A rationale for each of the questionnaire items has been appended

in addition.

The general effect of the revisions, as in the case of the employer

form is to shorten the instrument, and make the response task simpler

and easier.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE CONDUCT OF THE FINAL SURVEY

Development interviews and pretest responses suggested a number

of changes in procedure and questionnaire content that can be expected

to contribute substantially to the success of the final survey.

The instruments were shortened and simplified so as to reduce the

burden on respondents and to enhance the response rate.

In addition, however, in the final survey, it will be necessary to

use procedures that will help to motivate recipients to respond, call

for minimal time and effort consistent with acquiring the necessary data,

provide for follow-up and analysis of non-respondent characteristics, and

include in the school district sample only those districts for which there

is reasonable assurance that R-D-D-E capabilities as they are defined for

survey purposes do exist. In addition, personal contacts by telephone and,

in some cases, in person may be required to help in motivating potential

respondents to provide the needed data.

Specific recommendations are as follows:

The survey should be carried out on a two-stage basis with

project directors and school district unit leaders receiving

the employer questionnaire and a request for a listing of

professional and paraprofessional employees. The lists should be

used by the survey contractor to select a sample to whom the employee

questionnaires are sent. The procedure in which the respondent

selects the sample from among his employees in accordance with

instructions is subject to error or carelessness of unwillingness

on the part of some respondents to undertake it. The two stage

procedure was not fully carried out in the pretest because of time

constraints. At least three months from the initial mailout date

should be allowed for completion of both stages.

29
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If lists of personnel on federally funded projects can be

obtained, the list for each project could be sent to the

project director with the request that he correct it. This

procedure would reduce the listing process to a minimum.

Each School District Employer questionnaire should be

accompanied by a cover letter from The Bureau of Elementary

and Secondary Education (BESE) or National Center for Educational

Statistics (NCES) asking for cooperation in the survey. Each

project employer Questionnaire should be accompanied by a cover

letter from NCES or the appropriate Office of Education, Office

or Economic Opportunity, or National Science Foundation

Division head.

The content of the final survey questionnaires should be

essentially as it now appears in the drafts included in this

report. Some alterations may be desirable as the Oregon Studies

(Teaching Resea ch, Monmouth, Oregon) and AERA data are subjected

to further analysis, since those surveys have covered work

activities quite thoroughly.

Before mailout, the final survey questionnaires should be put

in booklet form, print size should be reduced, and both sides

of each sheet used so as to reduce bulk as much as possible.

Layout and margins should contribute to an attractive appearance,

an uncluttered look and to ease of response.

Questionnaire blanks should be precoded for punching and computer

processing in accordnace with the processing and analysis plan

to be used.
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A follow-up mailout to non-respondents should be undertaken in

from two to three weeks after the initial mallout.

An analysis of non-respondents should be undertaken in order to

determine any differences from those who did respond.

Mail questionnaire data should be supplemented by data from in

person or telephone interviews conductd with a sample of 100-200

employers and employees. The interviews should explore in depth

the areas included on the mail questionnaires, with particular

emphasis on work activity patterns and training and experience

requirements. Respondents are usually willing to give time for

an interview, even when they may be quite unwilling to devote a

lesser amount of time to filling out a questionnaire. Standardized

interview guides should be prepared so as to insure comparability

of information from interview to interview and to questionnaire

data as well as easy summarizability of the interview materials

themselves.

The cooperation of the Association of Great City Schools should be

enlisted in order to obtain its assistance in getting responses

from the large school districts in which a substantial proportion

of school system R-D-D-E personnel are employed.

Federal employee responses should be obtained by interview, with

the use of a specially designed interview guide since in general

the type of monitoring activity going on in most Federal agencies

does not lend itself to appropriate responses to the kinds of

questions included in the basic questionnaires.
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State agencies have been surveyed exhaustively by The Institute

for Educational Development. It appears that most of the

information required from State levels can be obtained from

their analyses and reports, and it is recommended that the final

survey not include State agencies unless a need becomes apparent later.
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Appendix A

AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
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Skills Necessary for Research

1. Drawing research implications from results of prior research studies.

2. Identifying and delineating significant researchable problems.

3. Procuring and/or managing resources (material and human) necessary to
reach research objectives.

4. Interpreting, evaluating, and synthesizing relevant literature.

5. Formulating hypotheses or empirical questions to be answered by the s udy.

6. Specifying data or evidence necessary for a rigorous test of the
hypothesis.

7. Identifying the population to which results should be generalized and
a sample representative of that population, using appropriate sampling
techniques to draw the sample.

8. Formulating alternative generalizations from predicted research outcomes.

9. Identifying appropriate research methods.

10. Understanding experimental, quasi-experimental,_and other systematic
approaches to inquiry, and drawing on such knowledge in designing a
research study appropriate to the problem under consideration.

11. Applykng the research design, recognizing, explicating and controlling
threats to validity.

12. Identifying classes of behavioral outcomes for measurement.

13. Choosing specific variables and treatments (where appropriate) to
be used.

14. Selecting appropriate techniques of measurement.

15. .-.?_veloping measuring instruments.

16. Assessing the validity of outcome measures.

17. Using a variety of data-gathering methods tests, interviews, analysis
of documents, etc.).

18. Organizing data for analysis.

19. Understanding the general role, types, and assumptions underlying
various statistical techniques, and drawing on such knowledge in
selecting and using appropriate techniques of data analysis.

20. Using aids in data analyses, such as computer processing.

21. Interpreting and drawing appropriate conclusions and implications from
data analyses.

22. Formulating statements of a theory that offers an explanation(cause-
effect relationship) of the behavior under study.

23. Reporting research findings and implications, orally and in writing.



Skills Necessai
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or Research-based Develo ment
Inc1udig Product Testyll

1. Interpreting information concerning education goals

2. Drawing on research results in planning developmental activities.

3. Conceptualizing systems, their elements, and interrelations among
these elements.

4. Specifying desired performance outcomes (objectives) of instruction.

5. Devising techniques to identify entry capabilities of learners.

6. Identifying alternative instructional and media techniques.

7. Determining appropriate sequences of topics in instruction.

8. Describing the product to be developed.

9. Composing effective oral and written forms of instructional
communications.

10. Directing the work of production personnel.

11. Selecting or devising appropriate techniques for measuring outcomes.

12. Designing and managing initial laboratory tests of developed techniques
and materials.

13. Designing and managing field tryouts and tests.

14. Reporting evaluation of outcomes.

15. Interpreting evaluation findings.

16. Specifying requirements for revision based upon outcome evaluations.
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Skills Nece= for Diffusion

Dissemination

1. Defining and analyzing characteristics of target group(s)

2. Selecting from all available information about developed packages
that which can be most effectively disseminated.

3. Selecting the most effective dissemination vehicles to convey
information to target groups.

4. Composing the information, within a chosen format for accurate
and pervasive dissemination.

5. Implementing actual dissemination, including the direction of technical
production personnel

6. Designing and implementing techniques for evaluating the effectiveness
of the dissemination effort.

Demonstration

1. Specifying nature of the demonstration.

2. Selecting appropriate setting and personnel for demonstration.

3. Managing and coordinating the demonstration effort.

4. Evaluating the effectiveness of the demonstration.

Facilitating Adoption

1. Identifying features of the adopting organization or system which
differ from those in which the product was developed and tested.

2. Designing modifications of the product to fit the adopting organiza-
tion or system, when necessary.

3. Designing procedures for modifying the adopting system or organization
to fit the product, when necessary, including the design of needed
training programs.

Identifying potential barriers to implementation.

5. Devising and conducting long-range evaluation of the installed
package.
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Skills Necessary for Context Evaluation/Situation Analysis

1. Identifying goals of the system.

2. Assessing the social relevance of those goals.

3. Identifying values that are implicit in the system goals.

4. Identifying the nature of the standards or norms the decision-makers
will apply in interpreting the relevant data which may be provided.

5. Clarifying and explicating desired outcomes of the system.

6. Measuring current actual outcomes of the system through techniques
such as:

a. demographic analysis
b. economic analysis
c. psychometric analysis
d. systems analysis
e. observational techniques

7. Comparing actual and intended system outcomes to identify discrepancies
needs) which exist in the system.

8. Explicating the problems that create the needs and diagnosing the
causes of these problems.

9. Helping system personnel to develop objectives which, if attained,
will satisfy the needs or solve the problems identified above.

10. Designing a monitoring system that will provide continual data (of

the type above ) on the status of the operating system.



Skills Necessar for Process Evaluation Pro rffi4onttoring_

1. Designing and selecting indicators of progress in educational programs.

2. Monitoring the programs to detect deviations from design or specified
procedures through techniques such as unobtrusive measures, systems
analysis, and observational techniques.

3. Anticipating predicted barriers and remaining alert to unanticipated
problems that threaten the success of the program.

4. Providing immediate feedback to program operators for their possible
use in making decisions about modifications of the plan, procedures,

or resource allocations.

5. Perceiving human relation problems that threaten the success of the
program.



Skills Necessary_foE_Outcome Evaluation

1. Applying appropriate designs to evaluation studies.

2. Developing general criteria and designing data collection procedures
for application in measuring the effectiveness and efficiency of
existing innovative practices and products, i.e., minimum standards
and outcomes which indicate successful utilization of practices
and products.

3. If necessary, translating objectives into behavioral terms.

4. Identifying situations in which the designated behavior can be
observed and recorded.

5. Establishing standards or norms for Judging whether objectives have
been attained.

6. Selecting (or developing) and using techniques of measurement to
yield information relevant to these standards.

7. Assessing the validity of outcome measures.

8. Collecting and organizing the data preparatory to analysis.

9. Selecting an appropriate technique to analyze the data.
10. Analyzing the evidence yielded by the evaluation.

11. Judging the strengths and weaknesses of the plans
employed for meeting the project objectives.

12. Deciding how to explain the outcome as a function
and resources.

13. Deciding what recommendations to make as a result

and procedures

of plans, procedures

of the outcomes.

14. Estimating the potential impact of the outcomes on the problem area
being served.

15. Providing sufficient information to the decision-maker to enable him
to decide whether to continue, modify, or terminate the activity or
process evaluated.

16. Specifying.changes that need to be made in the context evaluation
system due to decisions about program continuation.

3 9
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Skills Necessar for Program Planning/Input Analysis

1. Helping system personnel to apply criteria to lists of possible objec-
tives in order to select those which are feasible within constraints
of the operating context.

2. Helping system personnel to establish priorities for the selected
objectives.

3 Identifying and rating alternative strategies for attaining the
selected objectives.

4. Identifying and rating available resources (human, material, and
financial) and/or potential sources of support.

5. Selecting a strategy for implementation.

6. Selecting a source of support or the available resources which will

be used to implement the program.

7. Predicting the potential barriers to success in the proposed course of
action and judging the potential of the strategy for overcoming the

estimated procedural barriers.

8. Identifying alternative tactics to implement selected strategy and

choose those that seem most likely to succeed.
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PRETEST EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRES



STUDY OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, DIFFUSION, AND
EVALUATION PERSONNEL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

The Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development is deve-
loping a design for a study of training and personnel requirements of employers
and employees engaged in educational research, development, diffusion, and eva-

luation (R-D-D-E). The intent of the study is to develop and justify more
effective plans for the development and support of federally sponsored programs
designed to respond to requirements for trained personnel (and training capabi-

lities) in educational R-D-D-E. A "base-line" study, national in scope, techni-
cally adequate in design, and addressing itself to priority information require
ments is needed.

In order to reduce the burden of response, sampling survey methods will be
used to select a limited number of educational agencies and federally sponsored

projects. We have selected your agency or project to pilot test the employer
questionnaire. We are also requesting your cooperation in helping us to randomly
sample the professional and paraprofessional staff in your agency or project who
are engaged in educational R-D-D-E work, so that we may pilot test the employee

questionnaires. Copies are enclosed for your examination. There are several
alternate forms which have been designed to cover a wide range of R-D-D-E activi-
ties, without overburdening individual employees. All data on employers and
employees will be treated confidentially and will be analyzed and reported only
by aggregates (e.g. size of funding, type of R-DD-E work, etc.).

Because relevant, accessible training programs and training materials are
important to both employers and employees, we earnestly request your full coope-

ration. We are especially interested in your questions or comments which may
help to improve the questionnaires.

Please write on the questionnaires themselves, enclose additional written
comments and questions, or call Dr. Carl Rittenhouse at Stanford Research
Institute, Area Code 415, 326-6200, Extension 3367,

PLEASE FILL OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AS SOON AS YOU RECEIVE IT AND RETURN IT

TO US IMMEDIALELY UPON COMPLETION.



Delinition ( Educati tiiIfl lie Sea reit

EdliCa t, lona 1 Rose 1101 L S (le I mcd as a set of CC 1 ElhlL.cLI acLivit ies which produce
reliable knowledge that_ call stand the test of empirical verification rept rd i ng
new facts, principles, generalizations, theories, and laws. It employs the
procedures of problem stating, dosign, measurement and analysis that permit
known degrees ol gene 1,1 li,alai 1 it}, (IF find iiis nd that permit also replication
for purposes 01 verilication.

finition of Educatior _?velopment.

Eicluca t jOtici l De' I pmen 1 is defined ci S the systematic use o research-based
generali.ations t create new educali nal methods, -stems, materials, or
devices which Inivt practical utility. Included in development are the desiga
and production of prototype processes ci nd materials and also pilot trials to
test their feasibility and to gather ideas for their improvement. Development
may lie used to generale new curriculum materials, new taching techniques,
new lYpeS of media, new wav or assigning puptls to schools, new architectural
designs and so on.

Definition 1 I Educatioaal Ui flusion

Educational Diffusion involves procedures which communicate iout, or ate,
the necessary conditions hir the adoption and utill,-ation of products which
derive from educationai research and development.

luca t iona I Eva twit iot

Edu:ational Na1uation is defined by those activities that are necessary for
determining the Yetivenes, of educational programs, products or procedures.
In its most rigorous form, evaluation will be conceimed with obtaining
objective measures of effectiveness under highly defined conditions, with
the ultimate judgment tu lie made against standards or pre-established criteria.
However, othe procedures also may be Used that yield informal meaSures such as
collected oi.:nions and ratings Ihnt will form the basis of evaluation.

Definit Educa P tannin & Analysis

I S J.:7; 3 11C1U( 7 1 SU aCtiVitiOS tional Planiting_
s)stem arc defined

Edu
goals of and for which oh,

Igh which the
are established that

are considered to be feasible within operating constraints. Objectives are
prioritized and Lhe best available :,tiategy is determined lor their attainment.
Expected versus actual outcomes 'Oily be evaluated b. such rigorous techniques
as economic, s vs vems or psvc-hometric analysis; or, observational techniques
may be used also Discrepancies arising may he treated by problem diagnosis
in order to remove blocks to expected outcomes; or, feedback is provided to
original planning to adjust preestablished objectives.



,WESTIONNAIRE A

TraLning and Personnel Requiruments

ri-n-D-E (Supervisor Questionnaire)

Name of School Distri

Name o' Eo.idcr

11- 0-7 1

Name of Unit Supervised
by Respondent

Position Title of Respondent

Address

Telephone

Please describe briefly the kinds of projects in which you typically

engage and the major functions your unit performs in the school

district.



Place a checkmark 1>e de the type ci ol'gani zat ion in which the project

resides :

Eclucat iena 1 R&D Center Pu b 1 lc School or School Dist ri c t

Regional Educa L i na I
Laboratory

Col logo School oF Edo -
Ca L ion , Dept . or ot he r

unive rsi ty of lice

Private
nization

-p vo fit orga-

Indust ry or comme rcial
organizat ion

Other (specify)

St a te I)cpri rt me nt Educat ion

Professieual Association

Age tic 0 I. Fedora I Cove rome at ,

Spec 1 1 y department

Approximate l-v-1 of pro lee
year

funding from all s urces

App roxi mate level of pro Wet Fundi
year

current fiscal

m all soLuces for last fiscal

Anticipated level of p ro ject funding from a 11 sources next fisca 1 year

Apt .oximate percent of curren I isc year projec t funds from:

A, U.. S. Office of Education

Of fi ce 0f Economi c Opportuni ty

National Science Foundation

Other federal agencies (speci fy)

6;, State (spec i fy )

Priva Le Poundal: ion

Local School Dis tric t

Indust ry

Othe r (speci fy )

PLEASE ASSUP THAT ABOVE PERCENTAGES ADD TO 100 ;-.
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In order to class Liv your pro,* t , which may involve severa 1 educati nal

research , development , di f fusion evalua ion or re 1 a ted planning and management

sks Please est irrui Le the percent at cui rent risen 1 sc u t pro Ject or unit effort

which is being expended in the following areas. Show if no effort in a given

activity. Please read all items before answering.

Cimcliic I I IIZ In 1 n ry I cal lt) DO I

prObluinS

CaIldu I i V, Lipp lied ic 'C U ic 11 es di rt.,ct ly re ln Led to

educational problems.

Investigating and assessing educational needs anti re q u L 'Vine nLs

Ga he ring and prov id i ng tnt t mat ion lor program planning

anti tics i gn

5. Luca t i ig and ova Ina I ing prog rums tir roc d res that may prov ide

solut ions to ope Ling problems.

Se kc 1 ing , p1 1 li iii i 1Ir; :-o O UpL I IL LII, pr

7. De ve lop ing pre t t %pie packages ( nnova I I ve so lu L ow-4 and

programs) tel aluca tit,iial p rog rams .

8. Tes rig Ulla va Inn t tig inn va Li ye so lu I 10115 a nd p rog rams .

9 Rev is ing and re I i ning prot ot ypic ptwkages on t he basis of

I and ova I nat ion juil uJmu t ion.

10. Croat ing spi-euci awareness at I c Cud lut tons and programs .

11.

19.

13.

D-lt

t a r re

t ra t leg e t voness o r Solcil iufl)5 dud p Tog rams to

all(1

1' la in i ng t a rget audiences in t he it ;-cr r III( 1.011S (Ind p rOg rams.

Mani hun nrid atlicisi tag sam I ions and pr grains :if to r 01, during

widespread i lista 1 111

14. P anni ng and yogi turning tiny of ti a boyo acti vit



15, Managing and supervis

17.

18.

g any o I 1. hi, hovu ct i vi t. ies

Seen I 11114 1 IJItCI Lng I or, It italic I a I ly planning, and account. I tig ro

re sou rut..s and expund i rc.s oF any t, I. 1 11(.7 a bove

Prepa ing ropo rt s , doeumen 131 1011, , (nl any ol t he a hove

01 he r (spec

19. Training pro j agency pe rsonne 1 t g.) pc tiorut any of the above.

1it numbers of activities above to which training applies

20. Training ot hey than pro joct'ageniy ie rsonne 1 to perform any or

the a ove. Please list numbers of activities ahoy° to which

tiaining applies:

Please also specify type of persom

PLEASE ASSURE TUT ABOVE PERCENTAGES ADD TO 100.
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Are there skills OY sensitivities that have been particularly ditficult

to find in recruiting? Please describe.

3. Have you had difficulty in recruiting personnel with qualifications in

specific content areas such as early childhood education, minority

education, remedial reading, vocational education or others? Please

specify areas.



4 . Li s ted be low a re

checkma rk i n the le ft hand eo lumn by I. hose you have used . Next, 1 r

each one that is cheek

-6-

a numl)Q r 1 roc L i ng procedu res . First place a

Wien Le dc

a c he c kma rk in t he A pp top I ia te eolumn.

Re c ru it ing Proeedu ros

A. Jou rna 1 or newspape r

adlIQ VI_ is ing

B. Pro less iona I mee t ing

emp loyment se rv iees

C. Re le rra I by ot he r

employees

D. Colleges and unive rsi tv
emp loyment se rv i ces

E. Informal survcv oY
professional col leagues

F. Review o f unso 1 ici ted

app 1 icat ions

Re c ru i t me n t t row

wit hin

H. Ot he r (spec i f y )

1 Ha ve Minimally Mode ra te y Vory
Used E f YQC t ve E f fec_t_ive FlfetLv c

)C et tee tivene by p lac ing

JI lee 1. i vette ss U I fOe rui t i ng procedu

e!.9

1
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Listed below are 0 number of selection techniques. First,place a

checkmark in the left hand column by each technique you have used,

Next,for each one that is checked,indicate degree of effectiveness

by placing checkmark in the appropriate column.

Selection
Techniques

A. Interviews

B. Tests

C. Application
blanks

D. References

E. Work samples

F. Other (specify)

Have
Used

Effectiveness of
Selection Techniques

!Minimally Moderately
lEffe- ive 'f e Live

Very
Effe Live

Please comment on any special problems in using the selectiol techniques.
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Below is a list of pers_nnel ca r -lies arranged b level of responsibility.

Director or principal investigator
responsibility for a program or a lnrge scale project

Research and Development Associate
Pull responsibility tor medium size And smaller or ojects

Research and Development Assistant
Responsibility under supervision for some part or a project,
such as for data collection and reduction

Research and Development Intern
Carries out assigned specific tasks under supervisi

Technician
Carries out assigned specific tasks requiring tittle or 110 technical
skill under supervision

Clerical

Please complete the table below in accordance with the following Instruct ions:

Under =Section A indicate in the appropriate columns the nur.ber or individuals
you employ and the number ol full time equivalent (FTE) employees repre-
sented by those individuals. IF none, writo 0 in the space.

Under Section-B,indicate what in your opinion should be the minimum combination
of education and experience requirements ton each category by degree and by
years of experience.

Under Section C. place a checkmark (1.,-) opposite those categories for which
your organization has established formal education and experience require-

ments. Then, for those you have checked, describe the requirements
(e.g., Program Associate - minimum of Master's degree and 3 years of
experience, and so forth) in the space provided below.

Pe rsonne I Ci-to r
_

CS

Director and Principal
Investigator

R&D Associate

li&D Assistant

R&D Intern

R&D Technician

R&D Paraprofessioi 1

Clerical

Section ,tion Section C

Employees

Nu in IR: v ,

Employed
FTE

llequi ronieli Ls
in tr Opinion

Organizational
Requirements

Years of
Experience

Formal
Requirements

Por describing formal i'equi ren!unts under Section C instructions.
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7. How adequately has Ihe previous tr ining or experience of your

employees prepared them for their present assignments Place a

checkmark (-..") opposite each personnel category and in the

appropriate column that reflects your judgment of past experience

or training.

Personnel
Categories adequate quate ctded 1 Adequate

I-

I

Ad quacy of Previous Traini _g and Experience

Highly In- Inade- Unde- I Ade Highly
, lquate

R&D Associate

R&D Assistant

R&D Intern

R&D Technician

R&D Paraprofessional

Clerical

52



Listed below are several kinds of in-house employee training.

Check those you have used during the past year.

1n-11ouse Employee Training

A. Special supervised OJT cn internship

B. One to two week short courses

C. One to five day seminars or institutes

D. Longer courses

E. Otle (specify)

Used During
Past Year

For those you checked above, briefl: indicate the number of times

it was offered, the percent of your empl yees who were enrolled,

the Lime required and a description of the content including course

titles if possible (e,g two week course in Tests and Measurements,

3 hours per day, 25, of the staff enrolled, offered 4 times during

past year),



9, Listed below arc 30 activities t hat are pert ormed in educational R-D-D-E.

Under Sect ion A , ind mate the need for additional train ng tor your employees.

Place a checkmark in the appropt'iate column opposite each activity. Under

Se2Lion 8, idettify five activities for which you would like to have programmed

instruction or other sel -study materials developed, Next, rank the five

activities you haie se 1ettuI from "1" to "5" with Rank "1' going to the one

highest preference, Rank "2" to youi next highest prelerence and so

forti.

Educational R-D-D-E
Activities

1. Interpret nizt evalu-
ating and synthesiz-
ing relevant litera-
ture

Identifying and delin-
eating significant
researchable problems

3. Choosing specific re-
search variables and
treatments (where ap-
propriate) to be used

I. Developing meat ing
instruments

Using a variety of
data-gathering methods
(tests, interviews,
analysis or documents,
etc.)

6. Organizing data for
analysis

7 Understanding the gen-
eral role, types, and

underlyingassumptions
various statistical
techniques, and drawing
on such knowledge in
selecting and using ap-
propriate techniques of
data anal sis

Need for T ra iniug

Section

Li t t le or Mode ra Le
lo need need n-ed

i re

Sec ion

Rank of activities for
which training materials
are desired

...atfa.mfewm



EduCa tiona 1 R-I -1)-E

Activities

Us 'lig aids in data
analysis, such as
computer processing

Interp ro t i ng and
drawing appropriate
conclusions and im-
plications from data
analyses

10. Reporting research
findings and implica-
tions, orally and in
writing

11. Specifying desired
performance outcomes
(objectives) of
instruction

12. Describing a procuct
to be developed

13. Designing and manag-
ing field tryouts and
tests

Specifying require-
ments for product
revision based upon

omo evaluation

15. Selecting the most
CFoctive dissemina-

tion vehicles
convey informaion
to target groups

Composing the infor-
mation, within a
chosen Format, For

accurate and perva-
sive dissemination

I For Training

Li t t le or Mode ra te Grca
no need need need

la erials Desired

L on

Rank of activities for
which training materials
are desired



Edueritional R-D-D-E
Activities

mplementing actual
dissemination, in-
cluding the direc-
tion of technical
production personnel

18. Identifying goals
an educational system

19. Clarifying and expl -
eating desired outcomes
of an educational sys-
tem

20. Comparing actual and
intended educational
system outcomes to
identify discrepancies
(needs) which exist
in the system

2/. Designing a monitor-
ing system that will
provide continual data
on the status of an
operating educational
system

22. Helping educational
system personnel to
establish priorities
for selected system
objectives

23. Icicut i f:y i iug and rating

alternative strategies
for attaining selected
educational system
objectives

Identifying and rating
available z.,ducational.
program resources
(human, material
Financial) and/or poten-
tial sources oC support

25. Writing p roposa ls Ia
research, developmc
dissemination and/or

evaluation pr ects

-13-

Need for Tra jul ng

Section A
Li tle o j Moderate'
no need ! need

C76

Great,
need

erialt Desired

Sect ion

Rank of activities Po
which training materials
:are desired



Educational R-D-D-E
Activities

26. Monitoring educational
programs to detect de-
viations from design
or specifiied procedures
through techniques such
as unobtrusive measures
systems analysis, and
observational techniques

27. Developing general
criteria and design-
ing data collection
procedures for appli-
cation in measuring
the effectiveness and
efficiency of exist-
ing innovative prac-
tices and products,
i.e., minimum stan-
dards and outcomes
which indicate suc-
cessful utilization
of practices and
products

28. If necessary, trans-
lating program ob-
jectives into behavior
al terms

29. Establishing standards
or norms for judging
whether objectives
have been attained

30 Selecting (or devel-
oping) and using tech-
niques of measurement
to yield information
relevant to standards
to be used

-14-

for Trainirig Materials Desi red

Section A
Little orl Moderate.
no need t need

Great
need

Section
Rank of activities for
which training materials
are desired
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10. How much value do you place on the following training approaches for current employees?Place a check mark in the appropriate 'value" column

Tra ining App roaches
A. Three to five day institutes or seminars

B. Longer institutes

C. One to two week sin rt cuU ise s

D. Longe r cours s

E. tritevnshi ps in other agencies

Correspondence eoucs

Extension or other (liii ISO 1 rrangements
with colleges or universities on 0
released time basis

H. Extension or iltitur course arrangements
with colleges or Luiversitics on an
employee's own time

I. Other (-.13ceiis)
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11. Indicate for each personnel category the number of currentLy unfilled positions,

the number of losses in the Last year and the number or personnel added in

the last year. (If none Write no opposite the appropriate ca egory.)

Number
current Number
unfilled losses in I

Personnel Ca -I- ries positions_ last year ,

Director and Principal Investikator 1

R&D Associate

R&D Assistant

R&D intern

R&D Technician

R&D Paraprofessional

Clerical

indicate major reasons for current vacancies, if any.

Number
additions
last year

in

Indicate major reasons for losses, if any.

Indica e major reasons for additions, if any.



12. HOW many employees do ye

-17--

anticipate hiring in the next two years for each el the
f011owing levels? (If none,

Personnel Categories

Director and Principal investigator

R&D Associate

R&D Assistant

R&D Intern

R&D Technician

R&D Paraprtfccsiona1

Clerical

"none opposite the appropriate ca egory).

Number to be Hired

la. If your funding were to be increased by half (5(X.i. more than current funding)

in the next year:

A. How many people would need in addition to present staff and
at what levels? (e.g., R&D associates")

D. What kinds oF skills wuu id they repr
statistical analysis

pro sal wri-iug,



11.
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Please list alphabetically all the pe rsüflne l c le rica I who wo rk in the

steps discussed on the following page
unit or on the project. Then follow the

for selecting personnel who wll I complete Que:,tionnatre [1.

PLEASE USE TUE LAST PAGE TO COMMENT ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE

el
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PROCEDURE FOR SELECTI NG QUESTIO AIRE Ti RESPONDENT

After you have listed all personnel with the except ion of those in clerical

positions, four individuals should be chosen who will complete the Form 13

(Employee) QUestionnaires. In order that a random group will be chosen, we

ask that you follow the procedure shown below.

Step #1 StartIng with Number 1 for the first name on the list,

number all remaining names consecutively.

Stop #2 Divide your t tal number o: mployeef,; by four. This

will give you a quotient, and a remainder in some instances.

Step #3 Use the remainder as a means of locating the first individual

to be selected, i.e., if the remainder is 3, count down to the
third individual from the top of the list.

#4 Use the quotient to select the remaining three people, i.e.,

if the quotient is two, take every second person after the

initial person has been selected according to Step #3. In

this case you would continue Selecting every second persOn

Until three have been identified.

For
Example:

If you have four, or a lesser number on your staff, then all

of them would be requested to complete the questionnaire.

Example #1

Staff size of 13 divided by four equals a quotient of 3,

remainder of J-

With a remainder of 1, the first name on the list is

chosen initially. With a quotient of 3, count down
to the third name below the one already chosen, or

name #1 on the list. Continue taking every third name
until a total of four have been selected.

ENnmple #2

Staff site of 6 divide( by 4 equals a quotient of 1,
remainder of 2.

As the first step, select the second name on the list.

Thereafter, take the next three consecutive names,
since the quotient equals 14

PLEASE USE THE LAST PAGE TO COMMENT ON THE QUESTI_ AIRE-
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h Quest ionna ire

Since this questionnaire is being tested before preparation in its final

form for use throughout the country with educational R-D-D-E personnel,

your comments on its content and format are as valuable as the responses

you have made. Please comment as frankly as von desire.

For each comment, please reference the page and item number so that we can

make the appropriate changes (e.g., page ---, item
,

yrcould not understand

the meaning or activity * ; or, page , it m---_,
It
could not

understand what I was supposed to do , and so on.



STUDY OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, DIFFUSION, AND

EVALUATION PERSONNEL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

The Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development is deve-

loping a design for a study of training and personnel requirements of employers

and employees engaged in educational research, development, diffusion, and eva-

luation (R-D-D-E). The intent of the study is to develop and justify more

effective plans for the development and support of federally sponsored programs

designed to respond to requirements for trained personnel (and training capabi-

lities) in educational R-D-D-E. A "base-line" study, national in scope, techni-

cally adequate in design, and addressing itself to priority information require-

ments is needed.

In order to reduce the burden of response, sampling survey methods will be

used to select a limited number of educational agencies and federally sponsored

projectE.. We have selected your agency or project to pilot test the employer

questionnaire. We are also requesting your cooperation in helping US to randomly

sample the professional and paraprofessional staff in your agency or project who

are engaged in educational R-D-D-E work, so that we may pilot test the employee

questionnaires. Copies are enclosed for your examination. There are several

alternate forms which have been designed to cover a wide range of R-D-D-E activi-

ties, witboet overburdening individual employees. All data on employers and

employees will be treated confidentially and will be analyzed and reported only

by aggregates (e.g. size of funding, type of R-D-D-E work, etc.).

Because relevant, accessible training programs and training materials are

important to both employers and employees, we earnestly request your full coope

ration. We are especially interested in your questions or comments which may

help to improve the questionnaireS.

Please write on the questionnaires themselves enclose additional written

comments and questions, or call Dr. Carl Rittenhouse at Stanford Research

Institute, Area Code 415, 326-6200, Extension 3367.

PLEASE FILL OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AS SOON AS YOU RECEIVE IT AND RETURN IT

TO US IMMEDIATELY UPON COMPLETION.



finition of Educational Re -ch

Educational_ Research is defined aS a set of coordinated activities which produce
reliable knowledge that can stand the test of empirical verification regarding
new facts, principles, generalizations, theories, and laws. It employs the
procedures of problem stating, design, measurement and analysis that permit
known degrees of generalizability of findings, and that permit also replication
for purposes of verification.

inition of Educational Develoinen

EdUcational Developm nt is defined as the systematic use of research-based
generalizations to create new educational methods, systems, materials, or
devices which have practical utility. Included in development are the design
and production of prototype processes and materials and also pilot trials to
test their feasibility and to gather ideas for their improvement. Development
may be used to generate new curriculum materials, new teaching techniqueS,
new types of media, new ways of assigning pupils to schools, new architectural
designs and so on.

on ef Educational Diffusion

Educational Diffusion involv s procedures which communicate about, or create,
the necessary conditions for the adoption and utilization of products which
derive from educational research and development.

Definition of Educational Evaluation

Educational Evaluation is defined by those activities that are necessary for
determining the effectiveness of educational programs, products or procedures.
In its most rigorous form, evaluation will be concerned with obtaining
objective measures of effectiveness under highly defined conditions, with
the ultimate judgment to be made against standards or pre-established criter
However, other procedures also may be used that yield informal measures such as
collected opinions and ratings that will form the basis of evaluation.

Educationa

Definition of Educational Plannin & Anal i

Planning & Analysis includes those activities through which the
goals of a system are defined and for which objectives are established that
are considered to be feasible within operating constraints. Objectives are
prioritized and the best available strategy is determined for their attainment.
Expected versus actual outcomes may be evaluated by such rigorous techniques
as economic, systems or psychometric analysis; or, observational techniques

may be used also. Discrepancies arising may be treated by problem diagnosis
in order to remove blocks to expected outcomes; or, feedback is provided to
original planning to adjust preestablished objectives.

(35



Project Ti le

11-10-71

QUESTIONNAIRE A

Training and Personnel Requirements

R-D-D-E (Project Director Questionnaire)

Project Director

Position Title

Address

Telephone

Agency Receiving Contract or Grant

Agency Director and Title

Address

Telephone

Sponsoring/Funding Agency

Agency Department

Project Officer

Primary Project Objective

Starting Date of Project

Ending Date of Project

66
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Place a chechmark beside the type of organization in which the project

resides:

Educational R&D Center

Regional Educational
Laboratory

College, School of Edu-
cation, Dept. or other
university office

Private non-profit orga-
nization

Industry or commercial
organization

Other (specify)_

Public School or School District

State Department of Education

Professicnal Association

Agency of Federal Governme-

Specify department

Approximate level of project funding from all sources for c-
year

rent fiscal

Approximate level of project funding from all sources for last fiscal
year

An icipated level of project funding from all sou

Approximate percent of current= f_iscal_ year project

% U.S. Office of Educati.on

% Office of Economic Opportunity

% National Science Foundation

% Other federal agencies (specify)

% State (Specify)

Private Foundation

% Local School District

% Industry

ces next fiscal year

funds from:

% Other (specify)

PLEASE ASSURE THAT ABOVE PERCENTAGES ADD TO lOW.

C.137



1. In order to classify your project, which may i volve several educational

research, development diffusion, evaluation or related planning and management

tasks, please estimate the pei int of current fiscal year project or unit effort

which is being expended in the follo ing areas. Show 0% if'no effort in a given

activity. Please read all items before answering.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6

7.

Conducting basic cientific inquiry reLated to educational

problems.

Conducting applied research studies directly related to

educational problems.

Investigating and assessing educational nceds and requirements.

Gathering and providing information 'for program planning

and design.

Locating and evaluating programs or procedures that may provide

solutions to operating problems.

Selecting, adapting c_ inventing solutions to operating problems,

Developing proto ypic packages (innovative solutions and

programs) for educat ic,nal programs.

Testing and evaluating innovative solutions and programs.

Revising and refining prototypic packages on the basis of

test ald evaluation information.

10. Creating widospread awareness of tested ulUttoiis and programs.

11 . Demonstrating effectiveness of solutions and programs to

target audiences.

Training target audien _es in the Use of sclutions and programs.

13. Monitoring and adjusting solutions and programs after or during

widespread installation.

14. Planning and programiiling any of the above activities.



15.
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supervising any of the above activities.

16. Securing runding for, fin planning, and accounting for

resources and expencli tures of any of the above.

17. Preparing reports, documentation, etc., on any of the above.

18. Other (specif

19. Training projec

20.

agency personnel to po rtonfl any e above.

Please list numbers of activities above to which training applies

Training oLher than project cy personnel to pe ..form any oT

the above. Please list numbers Of activities above to which

training applies:

Please also specify type of personnel:

PLEASE ASSURE THAT ABOVE PERCENTAGES ADD TO 100%.

(39
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2. Are there skills or sensitivities that have been particularly difficult

to :ind in recruiting? Please describe.

Have you had difficulty in recruiting personnel with qualifications in

specific content areas such as early childhood education, minority

education, remedial reading, vocational education or othe Please

specify areas.

70
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4. Listed below are a number of recruiting procedurcs.First_place a
7

checlimirk in the left hand column by those you have used. Nextofor

each one that is chucked, indicate degree of effectiveness by placing

a checkmark in the appropriate column.

Recruiting Pr ced

A. Journal or newspaper
advertising

B. Professional meeting
employment services

C. Referral hy other
employees

D. Colleges and university
employment services

E. Informal survey of
professional colleagues

F. Review of uns licited
aPP licat ions

G. Recruitment f

within

H. Other(specify)

!lave I

Used

Effecti eness of recruiting procedures

Minimally
Effective

Moderately
Effective

Very
-fee ive:
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Listed below are a number of selection techniques. First,place a

checkmark in the left hand column by each technique you have used.

Next,for each one that is checked,indicate degree

by placing checkmark in the appropriate column.

Selection
Techniques

A. Interviews

B. Tests

C. Application
blanks

D. References

E. Work samples

F. Other (specify)

R-ave

Used

of effectiveness

Effectiveness of
Selection Techniques

!Minimally ! Moderately Very

Effective I Effective Effective

.!.,

Please comment on nny special problems in using the selection techniques.
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6. Below is a list of personnel categories arranged by level of responsibili

Director or principal investigator
Full responsibility for a prog am or a large scale p o et

Res arch and Development Associate
Full responsibility for medium size and smaller projects

Research and Development Assistant
Responsibility under supervision for some part of a project,

such as for data collection and reduction

Research and Development Intern

Carries out assigned specific tasks under sup vision

Technician
Carries out assigned specific tasks requiring limited

technical skills under supervision

Paraprofessional
Carries out assigned specific tasks requiring little or no

technical skill under supervision
Clerical

37-

Please complete the table below in accordance wi h the following instructions:

Under Section A_indicate in the appropriate columns the number of individuals

you employ and the number of full time equivalent (FTE) employees repre-

sented by those individuals. If none, write 0 in the space.

Under Section B,indicate what in your opinion should be the minimum combi a ion

of education and experience requirements for each category by degree and by

years of experience.

Under Section C, place a checkmark (1,) opposite those categories for which

your organization has established formal education and experience require-

ments. Then, for those you have checked, describe the requirements

(e.g., Program Associate - minimum of Master's degree and 3 years of

experience, and so forth) in the space provided below.

Personnel Categories

Director and Principal
Investigator

R&D Associate

R&D Assistant

R&D Intern

R&D Technician

R&D Paraprofessional

Clerical

bection J aec.ion n aecrion u

Employees Requirements
in your Opinion

Organizational
Requirements

Formal
Requiremen''

Number
Employed

FTE Deg
Years of
Experience

-.1

----

---- ---
----

_---
---

----

___

For describing formal requirements u_ er Section C instructions.
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How adequately has the previous training or experience of your

employees prepared them for their present assignments? Place a

checkmark (v/) opposite each personnel category and in the

appropriate column that reflects your judgment of past experience

or training.

Personnel
Categories

R&D Associate

R&D Assistant

R&D Intern

R&D Technician

R&D Paraprofessional

Clerical

Adequacy of Pr: -'ous Training and Experience

Highly In- Inade- Unde
adequate quate cided

Adequate Highly
Adequate



Listed below are several kinds of in-house employee training.

Check those you have used during the past year.

In-house Employee Training

A. Special supervised OJT or internship

B. One to two wet. short cou ses

C. One to five day seminars or institutes

D. Longer courses

E. Other (specify)

Used During
Past Year

For those you checked above briefly indicate the number of times

it was offered, the percent of your employees who were enrolled,

the time required and a description of the content including course

titles if possible (e.g., two week course in Tests and Measurements,

3 hours per day, 2570 of the staff enrolled, offered 4 times during

past year).



9, Listed below are 30 activities that are performed in educational R-D-D-E.

Under Section A, indicate the need for additional training for your employees.

Place a checkmark in the appropriate column opposite each activity. Under

Section B, identify five activiti-- which you would like to have programmed

instruction or other self-study materials developed. Next, rank the five

activities you have selected from 11" to "5", with Rank "1" going to the one

with your highest preference, Rank

forth.

Educational R-D-D-E
Activities

1. Interpreting, evalu-
ating and synthesiz-
ing relevant litera-
ture

2. Identifying and delin-
eating significant
researchable problems

Choosing specific re-
search variables and
treatments (where ap-
propriate) to be used

Developing measuring
instruments

Using a variety of
data-gathering methods
(tests, interviews,
analysis of documents,
etc.)

Organizing data for
analysis

Understanding the gen-
ieral role, types, and
assumptions underlying
various statistical
techniques, and drawing
on such knowledge in
selecting and using ap-
propriate techniques of
data anal sis

Ne

F II
to your next highest preference and so

d for Training

Section A

Little or Moderate Great
no need need need

W

7,....

Ma Is sired

Section B

Rank of activities for
which training ma erials
are desi -d

/.=.

1115.4=Ji..

mmlwiess.

CNI3



Educational R-D-D-E
Activities

S. Using aids in data
analysis, such as
computer processing

9. Interpreting and
drawing appropriate
conclusions and im-
plications from data
analyses

10. Reporting research
findings and implica-
tions, orally and in
writing

11. Specifying desired
performance outcomes
(objectives) of
instruction

12. Describing a product
to be developed

13. Designing and manag-
ing field tryouts and
tests

14. Specifying require-
ments for product
revision based upon
outcome evaluation

15. Selecting the most
effective dissemina-
tion vehicles to
convey information
to target groups

16. Composing the infor-
mation, within a
chosen format, for
accurate and perva-
sive dissemination

-12-

Need for Training

Section A

1 Little or! Moderate Great
no need need need

Materials Desired

Section B

! Rank of activities for
1 which training materials
are desired



Educational R-D-D-E
Activities

17. Implementing actual
dissemination, in-
cluding the direc-
tion of technical
production personnel

18. Identifying goals of
an educational system

19. Clarifying and expli-
cating desired outcomes
Of an educational sys-
tem

20. Comparing actual and
intended educational
system outcomes to
identify discrepancies
(needs) which exist
in the system

21. Designing a monitor-
ing syStem that will
provide continual data
On the status of an
operating educational
system

22. Helping educational
system personnel to
establish priorities
for selected system
objectives

23. Identifying and rating
alternative strategies
for attaining selected
educational system
objectives

24. Identifying and rating
available educational
program resources
human, material and
financial) and/or poten-
tial sources of support

25. Writing proposals for
research, development,
dissemination and/or

evaluation projects

-13-

Need for Training Materials Desired
_

Section A Section-----
Little ori Moderate Great Rank of activities for
no need t need need which training materials I

are desired

78

.1.

4.



Educational R-D-D-E
Activities

26. Monitoring educational
programs to detect de-
viations from design
or specifiied procedures
through techniques such
as unobtrusive measures,
systems analysis, and
observational techniques

27. Developing general
criteria and design-
ing data collection
procedures for appli-
cation in measuring
the effectiveness and
efficiency of exist-
ing innovative prac-
tices and products,
i.e., minimum stan-
dards and outcomes
which indicate suc-
cessful utilization
of practices and
products

28. If necessary, trans-
lating program ob-
jectives into behavior-
al terms

29. Establishing standards
or norms for judging
whether objectives
have been attained

30. Selecting (or devel-
oping) and using tech-
niqueS pf measurement
to yield information
relevant to standards
to be used

-14-

ad for Tra_ining

Section A
Little or
no need

Moderate
need

Great
need

=aa.

Materials Desired

Section B
Rank of activities for
which training materials
are desired

LWRM
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10. How much value do you place on the following training approaches for current employees?
Place a check mark in the appropriate "value" column

Training Approaches

A. Three to five day institutes or seminars

B. Longer institutes

C. One to two week short courses

D. Longer courses

E. Internships in other agencies

F. Correspondence courses

G. Extension or other course arrangements
with colleges or universities on a
released time basis

H. Exte_ ion or other course arrangements
with colleges or universities on an
employee's own time

I. Other (specify)

30

Value of Approach
Little or I Moderate
no value Value

Great
Value
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11, Indicate for each personnel category the number of currently unfilled positions,

the number of losses in the last year and the number of personnel added in

the last year. (If none, write none opposite the appropriate category.)

Number
current Number Number
unfilled losses in additions in

I

Personnel Ca egories positions last year last year

Director and Principal Investigator

R&D Associate

R&D Assistant

R&D Int rn

R&D Technician

R&D Paraprofessional

Clerical

Indicate major reasons for current vacancies, if any.

Indicate major reasons for losses if any.

Indicate major reasons for additions, if any.

81



12. How many employees do yOU anticipate hiring in the next two years for each of the

following levels? (If none, write
01

none opposite the appropriate category).

Personnel Categories

Director and principal investigator

R&D Associate

R&D Assistant

R&D Intern

R&D Technician

R&D Paraprofessional

Clerical

Number_ to be Hired

13. If your funding were to be incr ased by half (50% more than current funding)

in the next year:

A. How many people would you need in addition to present staff and
at what levels? (e.g., "3 R&D associates)

B. What kinds of skills would they represent? (e.g., proposal writing,
statistical analysis_

82



14. Please list alpha tical lv i ll the personnel excQpt cic,rical who work in the

unit or on the project. Then jul low the steps d1eus,;ed on the following page

for selecting personnel who will complete Questionnaire B.

PLEASE USE TRE LAST PAGE TO COMMENT ON T QUESTIONNAIRE



PROCEDURE FOR SELECTING QUESTIONNAIRE B RESPONDENTS

After you have listed all personnel with the exception of those in clerical

positions, four individuals should be chosen who will complete the Form B

(Employee) Questionnaires. In order that a random group will be chosen, we

ask that you follow the procedure shown below.

Step #1 Starting with Number 1 for the first name on the list,
number all remaining names consecutively.

Step #2 Divide your total number of employees by four. This
will give you a quotient, and a remainder in some instances.

Step

Step #4

For
Example:

Use the remainder as a means of locating the first individual
to be selected, i.e., if the remainder is 3, count down to the
third individual from the top of the list.

Use the quotient to select the remaining three people, i.e.,
if the quotient is two, take every second person after the
initial person has been selected according to Step #3. In

this case you would continue selecting every second person
until three have been identified.

If you have four, or a lesser number on your staff, then all
of them would be requested to complete the questionnaire.

Example #1

Staff size of 13 divided by four equals a quotient of 3,
remainder of 1.

With a remainder of 1, the first name on the list is
chosen initially. With a quotient of 3, count down

the third name below the one already chosen, or
name #4 on the list. Continue taking every third name
until a total of four have been selected.

Example #2

Staff size of 6 divided by 4 equals a quotient of 1,
remainder of 2.

As the first step, select the second name on the list.
Thereafter, take the next three consecutive names,
since the quotient equals 1

PLEASE USE THE LAST PAGE TO COMMENT ON TM QUESTIONNAIRE
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C mme t s on

Since this questionnaire is being tested foz 0 preparation in its final

form for use throughout the country with educational R-D-D-E personnel,

your comments on its content and format ure as valuable as the responses

you have made. Please comment as frankly as you desire.

For each comment, please reference the page and item number so that we can

make the appropriate changes (e.g., page
,

item ,
could not understand

the meaning or activity # o; r, page , item ,

ff

could not

understand what I was suppo_ed to do", and so on.



SURVEY OF EDUCATION PERSONNEL IN RESEARCH,

DEVELOPMENT, DIFFUSION AND EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

To the Resp ndent:

The attached Questionnaire B is under deve opment in
connection with a survey of the demand for Research
Development, Diffuston and Evaluatioon personnel
in Education. You have been identified by your
supervisor as one who engages in one or more of these
activities. We are asking for your cooperation in
filling out the questionnaire and in giving us
comments you may want to make concerning its format
and wording and the general answerability of the
questions with reference to your work activities
and your education and experience.

When you have completed the questionnaire and your
comments, please return them to us in the attached
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

C \k

Carl H. Rittenhouse
Senior Research Psychologist

enclosures
questionnaire
return envelope

PLEASE FILL OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AS SOON AS YOU RECEIVE
IT AND RETURN IT TO US IMMEDIATELY UPON COMPLETION.

86
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Questionnai-e B

Project Code N

Name(optional)

Please indicate the complete title of the project or activity on which you

are currently working.

Write your job title or position

How long have you worked in present job?

Number of years Number of months _f lpss than one year

How many people do you supervise in this capacity?

Briefly describe what you do on this job.

Sex

Male

Female

Check the appropriate

age category

Under 25 45 - 49

25 - 29 50 - 54

30 - 34 55 - 59

Actual Annual Salary

Under $3,000

$ 3,000 $ 5,999

$ 6,000 - $ 8,999

$ 9,000 - $11,999

- 39 60 - 64 $12,000 - $14,999

40 - 44 Over 64 $15,000 - $17,999

$18,000 - $20,999

$21,000 - $23,999

$24,000 - $26,999

$27,000 - $29.999

$30,000 or more

If less than full time, indicate approximate
fraction of full time that you work,
e.g., 1/4, 1/2, etc.

Check the highest 1 vel of formal education you have obtained.

High school with no college level course work

High school and some college courses, but do not have
a degree or certificate yet. Number of years completed

Two years of college completed with a degree or certificate

Bachelors degree

Masters degree

Doctorate or Post-doctoral degree

Other professional degree, specify type
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On the following pages is a list of activities that may be performed by
those working in educational research, development, diffusion and/or

evaluation. W., understand that your current project work falls appropriately
under one or more of those general descriptive headings. The more detailed
list of activities or skills given below includes some items that fall under
each of the general headings, but for the purposes of this question, it is

only important that you respond to each individual item in terms of your
present activity without regard to its possible placement under one of the

more general area descriptions. Some of the activities in which you engage
on your present job may not be included in the list. In order to avoid
putting an excessive burden of time and effort on any respondent in completing
the questionnaire, a longer, comprehensive list was divided into se eral

parts. You need concern yourself only with the items on this list. Other
respondents will respond to other items so as to obtain complete coverage.

Please respond to the activities in the following way:

First, read the activity description, then in Section A, indicate the d g ee
to which you are now involved in it by placing a check mark in the appro-

priate column.

In Section B, indicate how you acquired the skills involved in the activity
i.e., through formal training, or experience on the job, or through a com-
bination of both. However, if you have not acquired the skills for the
activity place a check mark in the first column of Section B and leave the
remaining columns of Section B blank.

In Section Ct show the extent to which you feel a need for further training
in skills associated with the activity, regardless of how you answered it

in the preceding Section B.

At the top of the table is an example of how a person might respond to the
example item of "Developing measuring instruments." This individual
indicated "moderate involvement" in the activity, felt that he had acquired

the necessary skills mainly through "job experience" and finally, saw a
a great need" for additional training in the associat d skills.



Example: De

Drawing
results

2. Identify
signific

3. Specifyi
necessar
of an hy

4. Understa
experime
approach
on such
research
problem

5 Selectin
of measu

6. Organizi

7. Interpre
conclusi
data ana

Reportin
implicat

9. Specifyi
outcomes

10. Devising
entry ca

11. Describi

12. Directin
producti

13. Reportin

14. Selectin
informat
packages
effectiv

15. Selectin
dissemin
informat

Section A

R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

Involvement in Activi ie

Little
or No
Involve-
ment

Moderate
Involve-
ment

i

Heavy
Involve-
ment

Have Not
Acquired
Skills

veloping measuring instruments X_

research implicat ons from
of prior research studies

ing and delineating
ant researchable problems

ng data or evidence
y for a rigorous test
pothesis

riding experimental, quasi-
ntal, and other systematic
es to inquiry, and drawing
knowledge in designing a
study appropriate to the
ander consideration

g appropriate techniques
rement

ag data for analysis

ting and drawing appropriate
ens and implications from
lyses

g research findings and
ions, orally and in writing

ag desired performance
(objectives) of instruction

techniques to identify
?abilities of learners

ag a product to be developed

g the work of materials
ma personnel

r evaluation of outcomes

g from all available
Lon about developed product
that which can be most
Dly disseminated

g the most effective
ttion vehicles to convey
Lon to target groups

-



Sec ion B Section C

How Skills Were Acquired
Need for Additional Train ng

in Associated Sk lls
Mostly
Through
Formal Mostly
Education Through

and Experience
Training on the Job

About
Equally

Through a
Combination

of both

Little
or No

Additional
Need

Moderate
Need

Great
Need for

Additional
Training

90



Section A
Involvement in Activit es

R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

16. Implementing actual dissemination,
including the direction of technical
production personnel

17. Selecting appropriate setting and
personnel for a product demonstration

18. Designing modifications of a product
to fit the adopting organization or
system, when necessary

19. Identifying goals of an educational
system

20. Clarifying and explicating desired
outcomes of an educational system

21. Helping educational system personnel
to develop objectives which, if
attained, will solve the problems
resulting from discrepancies between
actual and intended system outcomes

22. Identifying and rating alternative
strategies for attaining the selected
educational system objectives

23. Identifying and rating available
educational program resources (human,
material, and financial) and/or
potential sources of support

24. Selecting a strategy for educational
program implementation

25. Wri,ting proposals for research,
development, dissemination and/or
evaluation projects

26. Providing immediate feedback to
educational program operators for
their possible use in making decisions
about modifications of plans,
procedures, or resource allocations

27. Developing general criteria and
designing data collection procedures
for application in measuring the
effectiveness and efficiency of
existing innovative practices and
products, i.e., minimum standards
and outcomes which indicate successful
utilization of practices and prodstf

Little
or No
Involve-
ment

Moderate
Involve-
ment

Heavy
Involve-
ment

Have Not
Acquired
Skills



Section B
ow Skills Acqu

Section C
N ed for Additional Tra ning

in Associated Skills
ostly

Through About
Formal Mostly Equally Little
Education Through Through a or No

and Experience Combination Additional
Training on the Job of Both Need

Moderate
Need

Great
Need fo

Additional
Training_

92



R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

Section A
In olvement in Activities

Little
or No Moderate Heavy Have Not
Involve- Involve- Involve- Acquired
ment ment ment Skills

28. Identifying situations in which
designated behavior can be observed
and recorded

29. Selecting (or developing) and using
techniques of measurement to yield
information relevant to standards to
be used

Selecting an appropriate technique
to analyze data

31. Deciding what recommendations to
make as a result of Outcomes



Section C
Section B

How Skills Were Acquire__
Need for Additional Training

in Associated Skills
Mostly
Through About
Formal Mostly Equally Little

Education Through Through a or No
and Experience Combination Additional

Training on the Job of Both Need
Moderate

Need

Great
Need for

Additional
Training

94
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2. A number of educational areas are listed bel w. For each of the areas, please
indicate the approximate amount of formal course work,graduate or undergraduate
you have completed by placing a checkmar in the appropriate column. If you
have had no course work in the area, place the checkmark in the "none column.

Educational Areas

1. Statistics

2. Learning the

3. Social Psychology

4. Audio-Visual Education

5. Marketing

6. Sociology

7. Research design

8. Testing and measurement

9. Systems theory

10. Advertising

11. Educational administration

12. Political science

13. Philosophy of science

14. Data processing

15. Theories or teaching

16. Curriculum development

17. Communication theory

18. Decision theory

19. Information theory

20. Journalism

21. Anthropology

?2.

_,N3m1.10_rof Coiusus
I

None ! Few Seventl Many
(0) 1 (1 or 2) (3 to 5.) (6 or more

Circle the three areas from those listed that are most important for your current
work, whether or not you have had course work in those areas

3. Since you have been employed in this field how much of the following kinds of
training relevant to educational research, development, diffusion, or evaluation
have you had? Indicate by placing a check mark in the appropriate column after
each kind of training

Type of Training Amount of Training
: On _ Very little

.
lode. , ito E nisive

'pe ial supervis d .on the
job training or internshi
i-service courses

Other(specify)
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4. Below is a list of types of employers.

In Section A, indicate the number of years you have been employed by

each of the types of employers. If none, write
If

mine in the space.

In Section B, indicate the relevapce of each type of previous employ-

ment to your present job by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column.

If you have no previous experience put a check mark here , and go to the

next item.

Previous Employers

College or university

Educational R-D-D-E organizations

Government

Business and/or industry

Other (specify

Section A

Number
of years

Section B

Relevance
_to present job

Moderate High

5, Indicate any skills you have in educatIonal or R-D-D-B areas that you

do not use in your present job.

To what extent are you satisfied with your present job? Place a checkmark

below in the appropriate category.

Completely Completely

Satisfied Satisfied Undecided Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

9G
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7. To what extent are there advancement possibilities _n your present job?

Place a checkmark below the appropriate category.

Highly
Probable Probable

Highly
Unknown Improbable Improbable

Below is a list of types of training or training materials. Indicate the

value you place upon each type either to meet current job reqUirements or

advancement plans by placing a checkmark

each type.

Types of additional
training

in the appropriate

Little
or no
value

Some
value

column after

Great
value

A. Programmed instruction materials
for your own use

B. Three to five day institutes

C. Longer institutes

D. One or two week university
short courses

E. Correspondence courses

F. Extension courses

G. Other (specify)

9. How important do you feel it is to receive college credit for any additional

training you might obtain? Indicate by

priate category.

placing a checkmark below the appro-

Extremely Completely
Important Important Undecided Unimportant Unimportant

If pleaseyou ch ked "important or "extremely important", give your reasons

PLEASE USE THE NEXT PAGE TO COMMENT ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

97
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Comments on the Questionnaire

Since this questionnaire is be'ig tested before preparation in its final
form for use throughout the country with educational R-D-D-E personnel,
your comments on its content and format are as valuable as the responses

you have made. Please comment as frankly as you desire.

For each comment, please reference the page and item number so that we can
make the appropriate changes (e.g., page ,

, item ,could not understand
the meaning of activity # ; or, page , item

ft

could not
understand what I was supposed to do

.,

, and so on.



SURVEY OF EDUCATION PERSONNEL IN RESEARCH,

DEVELOMENT, DIFFUSION AND EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

To the Rt. Indent:

The attached Questionnaire B is under development in
connection with a survey of the demand for Research
Development, Diffuskon and Evaluation personnel
in Education. You have been identified by your
supervisor as one who engages in one or more of these
activities. We ary a king for your cooperation in
filling out the quest onnaire and in giving us any
comments you mav want to make concerning its format

and wording and the general answerability of the
questions with reference to your work activities
and your education and experience.

When you have completed the questionnaire and your
comments, please return them to us in the attached
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

CrZO,,JL

Carl H. RittenhoUse
Senior Research Psychologigt

enclosures
questionnaire
return envelope

PLEASE FILL OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AS SOON AS YOU RECEIVE
IT AND RETURN IT TO US IMMEDIATELY UPON COMPLETION
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Questionnaire B

Pro lee I Code N0.

N:1111(2 (op Li ona I )

Please i ndicate t he comp Leto t it. le o tile pro -1. or activity on which ou

aro currently working.

Write your ii. le o position

How long have you worked in present job?

Number c Number ol months if less than one yea

How many people do you supervis, in this Cal

Briefly describe what you do on this job.

,?

Sex

Male

Female

Check the appropriate
age category
Under 20 45 - 49--25 - 29 50 - 54
30 34 55 - 59
35 39 60 - 64--
40 44 Over 64

Actual Annual Salary

Under $3,000
$ 3,000 - $ 5,999
$ 6,000 $ 8,999
$ 9,000 - $ 11,999
$ 12,000 - $ 14,999
$ 15,000 - $ 17,999

$18,000 - $20,999
$21,000 - $23,999
$24,000 - $26,999
$27,000 - $29,999
$30,000 or more

If less than full time, indicate approximate

fraction of full time that you w rk, e.g.,
1/4 1/2,

Che'k the highest lere 1 of iorma l education you have obtained.

High school with no college level course work

High school and some college courses, but
a degree or certificate yet. Number of

Two years of college completed with a deg

Bachelors degree

Masters degree

Doctorate or Post-doctoral degree

Other professional degree specify type

100

do not have
Ye completed

certificate



On the following pages is a list of activities that may be performed by

those working in educational research, development, diffusion and/or

evaluation. We understand that your current project work falls appropriately

under one or more of those general descriptive headings. The more detailed

list of activities or skills given below includes some items that fall under

each of the general headings, but for the purposes of this question, it is

only important that you respond to each individual item in terms of your

present activity without regard to its possible placement under one of the

more general area descriptions. Some of the activities in which you engage

on your present job may not be included in the list. In order to avoid

putting an excessive burden of time and effort on any respondent in completing

the questionnaire, a longer, comprehensive list was divided into several

parts. You need concern yourself only with the items on this list. Other

respondents will respond to other items so as to obtain complete coverage.

Please respond to the activities in the following way:

First, read the activity description, then in Secti n A, indicate the degree

to which you are now involved in it by pla ing a ch ck mark in the appro-

priate column.

In Section Bp indicate how you acquired the skills involved in the activity

i.e., through formal training, or experience on the job, or through a com-

bination of both. However, if you have not acquired the skills for the

activity place a check mark in the first column of Section B and leave the

remaining columns of Section B blank.

in Section C, show the extent to which you feel a need for further training

in skills associated with the activity, regardless of how you answered it

in the preceding Section B.

At the top of the table is an example of how a person might respond to the

example item of "Developing measuring instruments." This individual

indicated "moderate involvement" in the activity, felt that he had acquired

the necessary skills mainly through "job experience" and finally, saw a

"great need" for additional training in the associated skills.



R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

Example: Developing measuring instruments

Section A

Involvement in Activities

Little
or No Moderate
Involve- Involve-
ment ment

Heavy Have Not
Involve- Acquired
ment Skills

Ed

Tz

1. Identifying and delineating significant
researchable problems

2. Procuring and/or managing resources
(material and human) necessary to
reach research objectives

3. Identifying a population to which
results should be generalized and a
sample representative of that population,
using appropriate sampling techniques
to draw the sample

4. Applying a research design, recognizing,
explicating and controlling threats
to validity

5. Developing measuring instruments

6. Understanding the general role,
types, and assumptions underlying
various statistical techniques, and
drawing on such knowledge in
selecting and using appropriate
techniques of data analysis

7. Interpreting and drawing appropriate
conclusions and implications from
data analyses

Interpreting informatIon concerning
education goals

9. Specifying desired performance
outcomes (objectives) of instruction

10. Identifying alternative instructional
and media techniques

11. Describing a product to be developed

12. Selecting or devising appropriate
techniques for measuring outcomes

13. Interpreting evaluation findings

14. Selecting the most effective dissemination
vehicles, to convey information to
target gr ups

1091
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Section B

How Skills_ Were Acquired

Have Not
Acquired
Skills

Mostly
Through
Formal
Education

and
Training

Mostly
Through

Experience
on the Job

About
Equally

Through a
Combination
of both

Section C
Need for Additional Training

in Ass ciated Skills

Little
or No

Additional
Need

Moderate
Need

Great
Need for

Additional
Training



R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

15. Composing the information, within a
chosen format, for accurate and
pervasive dissemination

16. Implementing actual dissemination,
including the direction of technical
production personnel

17. Managing and coordinating a product
demonstration effort

18. Designing procedures for modifying
the adopting system or organization
to fit a product, when necessary,
including the design of needed
training programs

19. Assessing the social relevance of the
goals of an educational system

20. Measuring current actual outcomes of
an educational system through
techniques such as:
a. demographic analysis
b. economic analysis
c. psycnometric analysis
d. systems analysis
e. observational techniques

21. Designing a monitoring system that will
provide continual data on the status
of an operating educational system

22. Identifying and rating alternative
strategies for attaining the
selected educational
System objectives

23. Identifying and rating available
educational program resources (human,
material, and financial) and/or
potential sources of support

24. Selecting a source of support or the
available resources which will be
used to implement an educational
program

104

Section A

Involvement in Activities

Little
or No Moderate Heavy Have Not
Involve- Involve- Involve- Acquired
ment ment ment Skills



Section B

Have Not
Acquired
Skills

o Skill
Mostly
Through
Formal

Education
and

Training

Were Acquired

Section
Need for Additional Training

in Associated Skills

Mostly
Through
Experience
on the Job

About
Equally

Through a
Combination

of Both

Little
or No

Additional
Need

Mbderate
Need

105

Great
Need for

Additional
Traini-



R-D- -E ACTIVITIES

25. Designing and selecting indicators of
progress in educational programs

26. Perceiving human relation problems that
threaten the success of
educational programs

27. Developing general criteria and designing
data collection procedures for appli-
cation in measuring the effectiveness
and efficiency of existing innovative
practices and products, i.e.,
minimum standards and outcomes which
indicate successful utilization of
practices and products

28. Establishing standards or norms for
judging whether objectives have
been attained

29. Selecting (or developing) and using
techniques of measurement to yield
information relevant to standards
to be used

30. Analyzing the evidence yielded by
;A.n evaluation

31. Estimating the potential impact of
outcomes on the problem area
being served

Section A

Involvement in Activities cow ,
Most]
Throu

Little Forms
or No
Involve-

Moderate
Involve-

Heavy
Involve-

Have Not
Acquired

Educat
and

ment ment ment Skills Traini



Section B Section C

How Skills Were Acquired
Need for Additional Train ng

in Associated Sk lls

Have Not
Acquired

kills

Mostly
Through
Formal
Education

and
Training

Mostly
Through

Experience
on the Job

About
Equally

Through a
Combination
of both

Little
or No

Additional
Need

Moderate
Need

Great
Need for
Additional
Trainina_

_

1 .07
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2. A number of educational areas are listed below. For each ol the areas, please
indicate the approximate amount. of formal course work,graduate or undergraduate-,
you have completed by placing a cheekmark in thu appropriate column. If you

u
have had no course work in the area, place the checkmark in e none column.

Ediicationa 1 Arens

1. Statistics

2. Learning theory

3. Social Psychology

.1. Audio-Visual Educat ion

5. Marketing

6. Sociology

7. Research design

8. Testing and measurement

9. Systems theory

10. Advertising

11. Educational administration

12. Political science

13. Philosophy of science

Data processing

15. Theoies of leaching

16. Curriculum development

17. Communication theory

18. Decision theory

19. Information the

20. Journalism

21. Anthropology

22. Other (spei=fi)

None
(0)

Few
1 or 2)

Courses

Several Many
(3 to 5) (6 or mor

Circle the thre- areas from (hose listed that are most important for your current
work, whether or not you have had course work in those areas

3. Since yOu have been employed in this field how much of-__Lh.e_fojjowing kinds of
training relevant to educational research, development, diffusion, or evaluation

had? Indicate by placing a check mark in the appropriate column after
each kind of training

Type_of Training Amount of Training
None Very little Modera e Exten ive

Special supervised on the
job training or inte_rnshp_
In-service courses
Other (specify)
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4. Bel w is a list of types of employers.

In Section A, indicate the number of years you h ve been employed by

each of the types of employers. If none, write none in the space.

In Section B, indicate the relevance of each type of previous employ-

ment to your present job by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column.

- If you have no previous experience put a check mark here , and go

next item.

Previous Employers

College or university

Educational R-D-D-E

Government

Business and/or indus ry

Other (specify

organi ations

Section A

Number
of years

Section B

Relevance
to present j

1 Moderate High

5. Indicate any skills you have in educational or R-D-D-E areas that you

do not use in your present lob.

To what extent are you s tisfied with your present job? Place a checkmark

below the appropriate category.

Completely Completely
Satisfied Satisfied Undecided Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

109
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To what ext-nt are there advancement possibilities in your present job?

Place a checkmark below the appropriate category.

Highly
Probable Probable

Highly

Unknown Improbable Improbable

8. Below is a list of types of training or training materials. lAdieate the

value you place upon each type either to meet current job requirements or

advancement plans by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column after

each type.

Types of additional
aining

Little
or no
value_

Some
value

Great
value

A. Programmed instruction materials
for your own use

B. Three to five day institutes

C. Longer institutes

D. One or two week university
short courses

E. Correspondence courses

F. Extension courses

G. Other (specify)

How important do you feel it is to receive college credit for any additional

training you might obtain? Indicate by

priate category.

placing a checkmark below the appro-

Extremely Completely

Important Important Undecided Unimpor ant Unimportant

, pleaseIf you checked importa l "extremely importa give your reasons

PLEASE USE THE NEXT PAGE TO COMMENT ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
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s on the _QMestionnaire

Since this questionna e is being tested beFore preparation in its final

'orm for use throughout ihe country with educational 11-D-1)-E personnel,

Your comments on tls con1o111. and format aru Oti valuable as the responses

you have made. Plyuso cummem dS frankly as you desire.

1OI OLIC11 comment, please reference the page and i_tem number so that we can

make the appropriate changes (e.g., page , item could not understand
If

the meaning of activity ; or, page item could not

understand what I was supposed to do 7 and so on.



SURVEY OF EDUCATION PERSONNEL N RESEARCH,

DEVELOPMENT, DIFFUSION AND EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

To the __sp nden :

The attached 'UI t ion .flu ire 13 is under development in
connection with a survuy of the demand h)r Research
Development, 1041'1:us-lion and EvalUaft-on Porslonnel

in Education. You have been identified by your
supervisor as onv who engages in ono or more of these
activities. Wu am asking for your cooperation in
filling out the questionnaire and in giving us any
comments you may want to make concerning its format
and wording and the general answerability of the
questions with reference to your work activities
and your education and experience.

When you have completed the questionnaire and your
comments, please return them to us in the attached
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Your cooperati n is greatly appreciated

Sincerely,

Carl H. Rittenhouse
Senior Research Psychologist

enclosures
questionnaim
return envelope

PLEASE FILL OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AS SOON AS YOU RECEIVE
IT AND RETURN IT TO US IMMEDIATELY UPON COMPLETION

/1_12



Qu stionnalre B

Please indicate the complete ti le

are currently w rkin

of

Joel Code No.

Name (op I-tonal)

the pr ICC t or ae ivity on which

Write your job title or position

How long have you worked in pre.

Number of years Number

How many people do you supervise

nt, job?

of months if less than

in this capacity?

Briefly describe what you do on this job.

one year

Sex

Male

Female

Cheek the appropriate
age category
Under 20
25 - 29
30 - 34
35 39
40 44

45 - 49
50 - 54
55 - 59--
60 - 64--
Over 64

Actual Annual Salary

Under $3,000
$ 3,000 - $ 5,999
$ 6,000 - $ 8,999
$ 9,000 - $ 11,999
$ 12,000 - $ 14,999
$ 15,000 $ 17,999

If less than full time,

$18,000 $20,999
$21,000 $23,999
$24,000 $26,999
$27,000 $29,999
$30,000 or more

indicate approximate

fraction or full time that you work, e.g.,

1/4, 1/2,

Check the highest level or formal educa

High school with no eolleg

you have obtained.

levet course work

High school and some college courses, but do not have
a degree or certificate yet. Number of years completed

Two years of college completed with a degree or certificate

Bachelors degree

Masters degree

Doctorate or Pos -doctoral degree

Other professiotta/ degree, specify type



1. On the following pages is a list of activities that may be performed bV

those working in educational research, development, diffusion andior

evaluation. We understand that your current project work falls approprintely

under one or more of those general descriptive headings. The more detailed

list of activities or skills given below includes some items that fall under

each of the general huadings, but for the purposes of this question, it is

only important that you respond to each individual item in terms of your

present activity without rvgard to its possible placement under one of th

more general area descriptions. Some of the activities in which you engage

on your present job may not be included in the list. In order to avoid

putting an excessive burden of time and effort on any respondent in completing

the questionnaire, a longer, comprehensive list was divided into several

parts. You need concern yourself only with the items on this list. Other

respondents will respond to other items so as to obtain complete coverage.

Please respond to the activities in the following way:

Fi stp read the activity description, then in Section A, indicate the degree

to which ou are now involved in it by placing a check mark in he appro-

priate column.

In Section B, indicate how you acquired the skills involved in the activity

i.e., through formal training, or experience on the job, or through a com-

bination of both. However, if you have not acquired the skills for the

activity place a check mark in the first column of Section B and leave the

remaining columns of Section B blank.

In Section_C, show the extent to which you feel a need for further training

in skills associated with the activity, regardless of how you answered it

in the preceding Section B.

At the top of the table is an example of how a person might respond to the

example item of "Developing measuring instruments." This individual

indicated "moderate involvement" in the activity, felt that he had acquired

the necessary skills mainly through "job experience" and finally, saw a

great need" for additional training in the associated skills.



R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

Example: Developing measuring instrumen s

Section A

Involvement in Activities

Little
or No
Involve-
ment

Moderate
Involve-
ment

Heavy
Involve-
ment

1. Identifying and delineating signi-
ficant researchable problems

2. Interpreting, evaluating, and synthe-
sizing relevant literature

3. Formulating alternative generaliza-
tions from predicted research outcomes

4. Identifying classes of behavioral
outcomes for measurement

5. Assessing the validity of outcome
measures

6. Using aids in data analyses, such as
computer processing

Interpreting and drawing appropriate
conclusions and implications from
data analyses

Drawing on research results in plan-
ning developmental activities

9. Specifying desired performance out-
comes (objectives) of instruction

10. Determining appropriate sequences
of topics in instruction

11. Describing a product to be developed

12. Designing and managing initial labora-
tory tests of developed techniques
znd materials

13. Specifying requirements for product
dissemination vehicles to convey
information to target groups



Section B Sect- n C

How Skills Were Acquired
Need for Additional Training

in Associated Skills

Have Not
Acquired
Skill

Mostly
Through
Formal
Education

and
Training

Mostly
Through

Experience
on the Job

About
Equally
Through a
Combination
of Bo h

Little
or No

Additional
Need

Moderate
Need

Great
Need for

Additions.:
Training

X X

--__

____---- ----

- -- _

---- _ __-- -
-

_---



R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

14. Selecting the most effective dis-
semination vehicles to convey
information to target groups

15. Implementing actual dissemination,
including the direction of tech-
nical production personnel

16. Designing and implementing tech-
niques for evaluating the effective-
ness of a dissemination effort

17. Evaluating the effectiveness of a
product demonstration

18. Identifying potential barriers to
implementation after product adoption

19. Identifying values that are implicit
in educational system goals

20. Comparing actual and intended edu-
cational system outcomes to identify
discrepancies (needs) which exist in
the system

21. Helping educational system personnel
to apply criteria to lists of possible
objectives in order to select those
which are feasible within constraints
of an operating context

22. Identifying and rating alternative
strategies for attaining the selected
educational system objectives

23. Identifying and rating available edu-
cational program resources (human,
material, and financial) and/or poten-
tial sources of support

24. Predicting the potential barriers to
success in a proposed course of edu-
cational program implementation action
and judging the potential of the
strategy for overcoming the estimated
procedural barriers

Section A

Involvement in Activitie

Little
or No

Involve-
men

Moderate
Involve-
ment

Heavy
Involve-
ment

Have Not
Acquired
Skills

=Iffeso



Section B Section C

ave Not
cquired
Skills

How Skills Were
Mostly
Through
Formal

Education
and

Training

Acquired
Need for Additional Training

in Associated Skills

Mostly
Through

Experience
on the Job

About
Equally Little
Through a or No
Combination Additional
of Both Need

Moderate
Need

Great
Need for

Additional
Training



R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

25. Monitoring educational programs to
detect deviations from design or
specified procedures through tech-
niques such as unobtrusive measures,
systems analysis, and observational
techniques

26. Applying appropriate designs to edu-
cational evaluation studies

27. Developing general criteria and design-
ing data collection procedures for
application in measuring the effective-
ness and efficiency of existing innova-
tive practices and products, i.e.,
minimum standards and outcomes which
indicate successful utilization of
practices and produces

28. Selecting (or developing) and using
techniques of measurement to yield
information relevant to standards to
be used

29. Assessing the validity of outcome
measures

Judging the strengths and weaknesses
of the plans and procedures employed
for meeting project objectives

31. Providing sufficient information to
the decision-maker to enable him to
decide whether to continue, modify,
or terminate an activity or process
evaluated

Section A

Involvement in Activities

Little
or NO
Involve-
ment

Moderate Heavy
Involve- Involve-

ment ment

Have Not
Acquired
Skills



Section B Section C

Have Not
Acquired
Skills

How Skills
ostly
Through
Formal

Education
and

Training

Were Ac uired

Mostly
Through
Experience
on the Job

Need for Additional Training
in Associated Skills

About
Equally Little

Through a or No
Combination Additional

of Both Need
Moderate

Need

Great
Need for

Additional
Training
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A number )1' educatior.11 areits aVe listed below. For each of the areas, please
indicate the approxilila to amount of formal course We k, graduate or undergraduate-
you have completed by placing a Oleckmark in the appropriate column.
have had no urso work in the area, place -.ckmark in the

Educational Areas Number oi Cours_es

F
,

I None
1

Few Soveral
(0) , (1 or 2) j (3 _1.9 5)

1. Statistics

2. Learning theory

3. Social Psychology

4. Audio-Visual Education

5. Marketing

6. Sociology

7. Research design

8. Testing and measurement

9. Systems theory

10. Advertising

ll. Educational aciminis tration

12. Political science

13.

14.

Philosophy of science

data processing

15. Theories of teaching

16. Curriculum development

17. Communication theory

18. Decision theory

19. Information theory

20. Journalism

21. Anthropology

92. Other (s_peci

work. whet

none
If you
column.

Many

1

1 e a i ens from those listed that are most important for your cur-en
you have had course work in those areas

Sinc you have been employed in this field hL,W much of the following kinds of
training relevant to educational research, development, diffusion, or evaluation
have you had? Indicate by placing a check mark in the appropriate column after
each kind of training

Type of Training Amount of Training
,

1
, Modera e E .--x t n5 lv(

eci I supe rviscd on t _

job t mini ng intertisli 1

t-Se rvice CQU rso:4
Other(sp y

4 4 .
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4. Below is a list of types of omployers.

In Section A, indicate the number of years you have been employed by

each of the types of employers. If none, write IC' in the space.

In Section B, indicate the relevance of each type of previous emplo

ment to your present job by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column.

If you have no previous experience put a cheek mark here

next item.

Previous Em)loyers

Co'lege or university

Educational R-D-D-E organizations

Government

Business and/or industry

Other (specify

Section A

Number
of yours

, and go to the

Section B

Relevance
to bresen. job

Low J Moderate High

5. Indicate a y skills you have in educational or R-D-D-E areas that you

do not use in your present job.

6. To what.extent are you sa sfied with your present job? Place a checkmark

below in the appropriate categ

Completely Completely

Satisfied Satisfied LTnecided Dissatisfied Dissatisfied
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7. To what extent are there advancement p ssibilittes in your prese t job?

Place a checkmark below the appropriate category.

Highly
Probable Probable

Highly
Unknown Improbable Improbable

Below is a list of types of training or training materials. Indicate the

value you place upon each type either to meet current job requirements or

advancement plans by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column after

each type.

Types of additional Little

training or no Some Great
value value value

A. Programmed .instruction materials
for your own use

B. Three to five day ins itutes

C. Longer institutes

D. One or two week university
short courses

E. Correspondence cou-ses

F. Extensi r courses

G. Other (specify)

9. How important do you feel it is to receive college credit for any additional

training you might obtain? Indicate by placing a checkmark below the appro-

priate category.

Extremely Completely

Lnportant Important Undecided Unimportait Unimportant

If you checked "important" or extremely impor'ant please give your reasons

PLEASE USE THE NEXT PAGE TO COMIENT ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

123
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Comments on the Questionnaire

Since this questionnaire is being tested belolv preparation in its final

form for use throlighout the ccuntry with educational R-D-D-E personnel,

your comments on its content and format are as valuable as the responses

you have made. Please comment as frankly as you desire.

For each comment, please reference the page and item number so that we can

make the appropriate changes (e.g., page_ _, item i could not understand

the moaning of activity 4 or, , page item , could not

understand what I was supposed t) do", and so 01)



SURVEY OF EDUCATION PERSONNEL IN RESEARCH,

DEVELOPMENT DIFFUSION AND EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

To the Respondent:

The attachei ')UCst ionnaire B is under development in
connection with a survey of thu demand for Research
Development, Diffustion and Evaluati,on personnel
in Education. ."ou have been identified by your
supervisor as one who engages in one or more or these
activitius. We are asking for your cooperation in
filling out the unestionnlire and in giving us any
comments you mu want to make concerning its format
and wording and the general answerability of the
questions with n?ference to your work actiyi
and your eduea I ion and experience.

When you have completed the quest4onnaire and your
comments, please return them to us in the attached
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

S neerely,

Carl H. Rittenhouse
Senior Research Psychologist

enclosures
questionnaire
return envelope

PLEASE FILL OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AS SOON AS YOU RECEIVE
IT AND RETURN IT TO US IMMEDIATELY UPON COMPLETION.

25



FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY_

=

Questionnaire B

Project Csle Nu.

Name(upliontil)

Please indicate the Complete title or the pc R. ur activity on whi

are currently working.

you

Writo your j b title or position

How long have you worked in present ioh

Number of years

How many people do

Briefly

Number of months if less

s pervise in this capacity?

ibe what you do on this job.

one year_

Sex Check
age

the appropriate
category

Actual Annual Sala

Ma le
Under 20 45 49 Under $3,000 $18,000 $20,999

Female 25 29 50 - 54 $ 3,000 - $ 5,999 $21,000 $23,999
30 34 55 - 59 $ 6,000 $ 8,999 $24,000 - $26,999
35 39 60 - 64 $ 9,000 - $ 11,999 $27,000 $29,999
40 - 44 Over 64 $ 12,000 $ 14,999 $30,000 or more

$ 15,000 - $ 17,999

If less than full time, indica e approximate

fraction of full time that you

1/4, 1/2,

Che k the -ugliest level of lornhLI l education you have obtained.

High school with no college level course work

High school and some college cc
a degree or certilicare yet.

1-wo years of college comp

Llache lois degree

Masters deg

, but do not have
Numbe r UI years complet d

work, e.g.,

ith a degree or certificate

Doctorate or Post-doctoral degree

Other professionul degree, specify typo

2 26
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1 On the following pages is a list of ac ivities that may be performed by

those working in educational research, development, diffusion aud/or

evaluation. We understand that your current project work falls appropriately

under one or more of those general descriptive headings. The more detailed

list
each
only

of activities or skills given below includes some items that fall under

of the general headings, but for the purposes of this question, it is

important that you respond to each individual item in terms of your

present activity without regard to its possible placement under one of the

more general area descriptions. Some of the activities in which you engage

on year present job may not be included in the list. In order to avoid

putting an excessiv burden of time and effort on any respondent in completing

the questionnaire, a longer, comprehensive list was divided into several

parts. You need concern yourself only with the items on this list, Other

respondents will respond to other items so as to obtain complete coverage.

Please respond to the activities in the following way:

First, read the activity description, tien in Section A, indicate the degree

to which you are now involved in it by placing a check mark in the appro-

priate column.

In Section B, indicate how you
i.e., throte i formal training,
bination of both. However, if
activity place a cheek mark in
remaining columns of Section B

acquired the skills involved in the activity
or experience on the job, or through a com-
you have not acquired the skills for the

the first column of Section B and leave the
blank.

In Section C, show the extent to which you feel a need for further training

in skills associated with the activity, regardless of how you answered it

in the preceding Section B.

At the top of the table is an example of how a pe son might respond to the

example item of "Developing measuring instruments." This individual

indicated "moderate involvement" in the activity, felt that he had acquired

the necessary skills mainly through "job experience" and finally, saw a

great need" for additional training in the associated skills.



R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

Example: Developing measuring instruments

ction A

Involvement in Act vities

Little
or No

Involve-
ment

Moderate
Involve-
ment

Heavy
Involve-

ment

Have Not
Acquired
Skills

Hov
MOE
Thl
FOl

Educ

Trai

1. Identifying and delineating signifi-
cant researchable problems

2. Formulating hypotheses or empirical
questions to be answered by a study

Identifying appropriate research
methods

4. Choosing specific research variables
and treatments (where appropriate)
to be used

5. Using a variety of data-gathering
methods (tests, in erviews, analysis
of documents, etc.

6. Interpreting and drawing appropriate
conclusions and implications from
data analyses

7. Formulating statements of a theory
that offers an explanation (cause-
effect relationship) of the behavior
under study

8. Conceptualizing educational systems,
their elements, and interrelations
among these elements

Specifying desired performance out-
comes (objectives) of instruction

10. Describing a product to be developed

11. Composing effective oral and written
forms of instructional communications

12. Designing and managing field try-
outs and tests

xemmer=e.

N.mE

.

T.T.

MEE.



Section B Sec ion C

How Sktlls Were Acquired
Mostly
Through About

Formal Mostly Equally

Have Not Education Through Through a

Acquired and Experience Combination
Skills Training on the Job of Both

Need for Add1tion1 Training
in Associated Skills

Little
or No

Additional
Need

Moderate
Need

Great
Need for

Additional
Training

1 29

gs.=.



R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

13. Defining and analyzing character-
istics of target gronp(s) for
product dissemination

14. Selecting the most effective dis-
semination vehicles to convey
information to target groups

15. Implementing actual dissemination,
including the direction of tech-
nical production personnel

16. Specifying nature of a product
demonstration

17. Identifying features of an adopt-
ing organization or system which
differ from those in which a
product was developed and tested

18. Devising and conducting long-
range evaluation of an installed
product package

19. Identifying the nature of the
standards or norms that decision-
makers will apply in interpreting
the relevant educational data that
may be provided

20. Explicating the problems that
create discrepancies between
actual and intended system out-
comes and diagnosing the causes
of these problems

21. Helping educational system personnel
to establish priorities for selected
system objectives

22. Identifying and ra ing alternative
strategies for attaining the selected
educational system objectives

00

Section A

Involvement in Activities

Little
or No Moderate Heavy Have Not
Involve- Involve- Involve- Acquired
ment ment ment Skills



Section B Section C

How Skills Were Acquired
Need for Additional Training

in Associated Skills

Have Not
Acquired
Skills

Mostly
Through About
Formal Mostly Equally Little

Education Through Through a or No
and Experience Combination Additional

Training on the Job of Both Need
Moderate

Need

Great
Need for

Additional
Training

131



R-D-D-E ACTIVITIES

23. Identifying and rating available
educational program resources
(human, material, and financial)
and/or potential sources of support

Identifying alternative tactics to
implement selected strategies and
choose those that seem most likely
to succeed

25. Anticipating predicted barriers to
programs and remaining alert to
unanticipated problems that threaten
their success

26. Developing general criteria and
designing data collection procedures
lor application in measuring the
effectiveness and efficiency of
existing innovative practices and
products, i.e., minimum standards
and outcomes which indicate success-
ful utilization of practices and
products

27. If necessary, translating program
objectives into behavioral terms

28. Selecting (or developing) and using
techniques of measurement to yield
information relevant to standards to
be used

29. Collecting and organizing da a
preparatory to analysis

30. Deciding how to explain an outcome
as a function of plans, procedures,
and resources

31. Specifying changes that need to be
made in the context evaluation
system due to decisions about
program continuation

132

Section A

_Involvemen

Little
or Nb
Involve-

me nt

Activities

Moderate
Involve-
ment

Heavy
Involve-
ment

Have Not
Acquired
Skills_

Mos

Th:

Po:

Edui

Tra:



Section B

e Nrt

uired
ills

How SkillS
Mostly
Through
Formal

Education
and

Training

Were Acqui

Section C
Need for Additional Training

in Associated Skills

Mostly
Through
Experience
on the Job

About
Equally Little
Through a or No

Combination Additional
of Both Need

Moderate
Need

Great
Nned for

Additional
Training

nalmw

3
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9. A number of edmca tional areas are listed below. For each of the areas, pleas
indicate the approximate amount of formal course work,graduate or undergraduate.,
you have completed by placing a cheekmark in the appropriate column. If you
have had no course work in the area, place the ctieckilia rk in the "non umn.

Educ tional Areas

1. Statistics

2. Loarning theory

3. Social Psychology

4. Audio-Visual Education

5. Marketing

6. Sociology

7. Research design

8. Testing and measurement

9. Systems theory

10. Advertising

11. Educational administration

12. Political science

13. Philosophy of science

14. Data processing

15. Theories of Leaching

16. Curriculum development

17. Communication theory

18. Decision theory

19. Information theofw

20. Journalism

21. Anthropology

22. Other(specify)

None
(0)

Larnacts:__

Few Several
(1 or 2) (3 to 5

Many
(6 or more);

Circle the three 3vea S Lam those listed that are most important for your current
work, whether or not you have had course work in those areas

3. Since you have been employed in this field how much of the following kinds of
training relevant to educational research, development, diffusion, or evaluation
have you had? Indicate by placing a check mark in the appropriate column after
each kind or training

Type of ning Amount Training
ne 1 t lc Moth.ztte Ext nsive

Special supervi ed on the
job training or internship
In-serv. . ;our s

Other(spec ty

A.:04
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4. Below is a list of types of.employers.

In Section A, indicate the number of years you have been employed by

each of the types of employers. If none, write
1,1

none in the space.

In Section B, indicate the relevance of each type of previous employ-

ment to your present job by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column.

If you have no previous experience put a check mark here

next item.

Previous Employer-

College or university

Educational R-D-D-E

Government

Business and/or industry

Other (specify

organiza -ons

Section A

Number
of years

and go to the

Se,tion B

Relevance
to present Job

_

Low i Moderate High

5. Indicate any skills you have in educational or R-D-D-E areas that you

do not use in your present job.

6. To what extent are you satisfied with your present job? Place a checkmark

below in the appropriate category.

Completely Completely

Satisfied Satisfied Undecided Dissa isfied Dissatisfied
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7. To what extent are there advancement possibilities in your present job?

Place a checkmark below the appropriate category.

Highly
Probable Probable

Highly

Unknown Improbable Improbable

S. Below is a list of types of training or training materials. Indicate the

value you place upon each type either to meet current job requirements or

advancement p1an by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column after

each type.

Types of additional
training

A. Programmed instruction materials
for your own use

B. Three to five day institutes

C. Longer inst tutes

D. One or two week u iversity
short courses

E. Correspondence courses

F. Extension courses

G. Other (specify)

Little
or no
value

Some
value

Great
value

9. HOw important do you feel it is to neceive college credit for any additional

training you might obtain? Indicate by placing a checkmark below the appro-

priate category.

Extremely
.Important Important Undecided

Completely
Unimportant Unimportant

If yol. checked 'important or extremely important", please give your reasons

PLEASE USE THE NEXT PAGE TO COMENT ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
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Comments on the Questionnaire

Since this questionnaire is boing tested before preparation in its final

Form for USQ throughout the country with educational R-D-D-E personnel,

yOur comments on lis content and rormat are as valuable as the responses

you have made. Please comment as frankly as you desire.

For each comment, please reference the page and item number so that we can
_...---

make the appropriate changes (e.g., page , item- could not understand
7

the meaning of activity # ; or, page , item _,
"could not

understand what I was supposed tu do , and so on.

1 7
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Appendix C

REVISED EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRES



(Cover Letter from BESE or NCES for LEA Unit Directors)

To The Unit Director:

The study of which the enclosed questionnaire is a part is sponsored
by the Research Training Branch of the National Center for Educational
Research and Development. We urgently require data collected nationally
and on a valid statistical basis in order to plan programs to meet the
demand for trained personnel in-Educational Research, Development,
Diffusion and Evaluation. We ask, therefore, that you cooperate in
filling out and returning the brief questionnaire promptly.

In addition to the information obtained through the use of the enclosed
questionnaire sent to project and unit directors and leaders, it is
necessary to determine the perceptions of other project and unit personnel
on related questions. For that purpose, a second brief questionnaire has
been prepared. In order to select c sample of individuals to whom the
second questionnaire will be sent we ask that you provide the survey
contractor with a list of some of your unit personnel chosen as indicated
on the cover page of the questionnaire.

The study findings should be of substantial benefit to everyone concerned
with Educational Research, Development, Diffusion and Evaluation in
helping to insure an adequate supply of trained personnel.

Your assistance is essential in providing valid and reliable in ormation.
It is very much appreciated.

139



(Employer Questionnaire Cover Letter for LEA Uni!- Directors

SURVEY OF PERSONNEL IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT, DIFFUSION, EVALUATION AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES

To the Unit Director:

The following questionnaire is concerned with employment demand and
training needs for personnel in Educational Research, Development,
Diffusion, Evaluation (R-D-D-E) and for those in Educational Planning.
These activities are described on the following page. It is part of
a study designed to assist in planning for the development and support
of federally sponsored programs to respond to requirements for trained
personnel (and training capabilities) in educational R-D-D-E. Because
relevant, accessible training programs and training materials are
important to both employers and employees in these fields, we earnestly
request your cooperation in filling out the questionnaire.

The survey is sponsored by the Research Training Branch of The National
Center for Educational Research and Development and is the first survey of
educational R-D-D-E personnel activities and training that has been
conducted on the basis of a rigorous sampling design so that reasonable
estimates of personnel in the various sectors of educational R-D-D-E
can be made.

Please respond in your capacity as director of your school district's
R-D-D-E uni t.

In addition to filling out the questionnaire, we ask that you provide us
with a listing of the names of project personnel who serve in professional
or paraprofessional capacities, as those categories are defined in Item 2
of the questionnaire, and on the enclosed sheet provided for the listing.
The lists will form a basis for designing a sample of individuals to whom
an additional questionnaire concerned with work activities and training
will be sent.

We realize the sensitivity of some of the information requested, and
assure you that all data will be treated completely confidentially and
the material will be analyzed and reported only by aggregates, e.g., size
of funding, type of R-D-D-E work, etc. The final page of the questionnaire
contains a brief explanation of the reasons for asking the various questions
and the use that will be made of the answers. In addition, we are enclosing
a prepaid post card. If you would like to receive a brief summary of the
report resulting from the survey, check the appropriate box on the card
and return it to us.

Please return the questionnaire and the employee listing in the enclosed
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Your prompt attention and cooperation will be very much appreciated.

1 40



Educational R-D-D-E A tivities

Educati.onal Research includes activities which produce reliable

knowledge about new facts, principles or theories. It employs the

procedures of problem stating or hypothesis formulation, design,
measurement and analysis, in order to permit the generalization of
findings and replication, also, for purposes of verification. Educa-

tional research may be directed to highly diverse areas of investi-

gation, such as the effects of teacher behavior upon student per-

formance, stages of growth and development and their impact upon the

learning process, racial-ethnic correlates of intelligence and achieve-

ment, and the effects of individualized versus traditional instruction.

Educational_Cinmt includes activities which create new

educational methods, systems, materials or devices which have practical

utility. It includes the design of new products, and field testing to

determine their feasibility and the need for further modifications.
Development also generates new products such as curriculum materials,

teaching techniques, instructional media, ways of assigning pupils to

school and architectural designs.

Educational Diffusion involves procedures which create the necessary

conditions for the adoption and utilization of new educational products

or techniques. It includes activities such as the conduct of demonstra-

tions, installation of new products on a trial basis, making adaptations

to local school situations and making widespread dissemination of

information about new educational products and their proven effectiveness,

Educational Evaluation includes activities that are necessary for

determining the effectiveness of educational programs, products or pro-

cedures. It may be done rigorously through deriving objective measures

of effectiveness under carefully defined conditions and by comparing

results against standards; or, evaluation may be conducted through more

informal methods such as ratings. Many measures are used in evaluation

that include student gains, teacher ratings, standardized aptitude

scores, costs of educational programs and measures of time-to-completion
of educational functions being studied.

Educational Planning and Analjs includes activities directed toward

the establishment of goals and objectives within operating constraints,

and the development of strategies for attaining objectives after they

have been ordered for priority. Outcomes may be evaluated by rigorous
techniques such as economic, systems or psychometric analyses; however,

informal observation techniques may be used also. Adjustment is made in

objectives by educational planners through a process of feedback. Educa-

tional planning involves projects that are highly varied such as assessing

educational needs, reorganization of curriculum for individualization,

introduction of modular scheduling, goal-setting of achievement levels

for disadvantaged students,and the utilization of para-professionals

and teacher aides,

1



QUESTIONNAIRE A (School District)

Training and Personnel Requirements

R-D-D-E (Supervisor Questionnaire)

Name of School District

Name of Respondent

Name of Unit Supervised by Respondent ,

Position Title of Respondent

Address

Telephone

Please describe briefly the Onds of projects in which Your unit typically

engaged and the major functions your unit performs in the school district.

Description of projects:

Major functions:
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Please enter the level of funding of the unit in which Research, Development,

Diffusion and Evaluation work is done in the appropriate spaces. If data are

not available, make the best estimate you can.

Approximate level of unit funding from all sources for current

fiscal year $_

Approximate level of unit funding from all sources for next fiscal year

Approximate percent of current fiscal year unit funds from:

% Local School District

% County Office of Education

% State Office of Education (Specify)

% U. S. Office of Education

% Office of Economic Opportunity

% Private Foundations

% Other (Specify)

PLEASE ASSURE THAT ABOVE PERCENTAGES ADD TO 100%

43
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1 In order to help us classify your project or unit work, which may involve

several educational Research, Development, Diffusion, Evaluation, or
related planning and management tasks, please indicate the degree to which
each of the following activities is part of the work effort on your project

or in your unit.

Indicate the degree of project involvement in each activity by placing

one of the following letters in the space provided before each item:

Place an "L" in the space if a larRe part of the effort is

devoted to the activity.

Place an "M" in the space if a
is devoted to the activity.

moderate part of the effort

Place an "S" in the space if a small part of the effort
is devoted to the activity.

Place an "N" in the space if no part of the effort
is devoted to the activity.

Level of
Effort

1
Conducting basic scientific inqu ry related to educational

probleMs.

2. Conducting applied research studies directly related to
educational problems.

3. Investigating and assessing educational needs and requirements.

4. Gathering and providing info mation for program planning

and design.

5.

6.

7.

Developing rew products or solutions for educational programs.

Testing and evaluating innovative solutions and programs.

Creating widespread awa eness of tested solutions and programs.

8. Demonstrating effectiveness of solutions and programs to

target audiences.

9. Training target audiences in the use of solutions and programs.

10. Financial planning, and accounting for resources and

expenditures.

11. Preparing reports, documentation, etc.

12. Training project/agency personnel to perform any R-D-D-E activity.

13. Other (specify)
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2. Below is a list of definitions of personnel categories for individuals
involved in R-D-D-E.

Professional

Substantial responsibility for carrying out project
or unit tasks independently

Paraprofessional

Responsibility for carrying out project or unit tasks
under moderate to heavy supervision, with little
independence of action

Technical

Trained for and carries out specific project activities
such as computer programming, audio-visual aid preparation,
or art work

Clerical

Routine typing, filing,numerical and other clerical tasks

The categories are given in the table below. Please indicate in the spaces
provided for each category, the number of full-time individuals you employ
on the project or in the unit, the number of part-time individuals and the
number of full-time equivalents.

Personnel Category

Professional

Paraprofessional

Technical

Clerical

Full Time

145

Full-time
Part Time Equivalents
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3. Please list the names of project or unit personnel in professional
and paraprofessional categories on this sheet. Use personnel
category definitions in the previous item.

The attached list of personnel has been supplied by the U. S. Office of
Education. Please include these names on the list below if they are
still working on the project, and add any new personnel not on the
Office of Education list.

After each name, indicate whether the individual works full time
on the project or part itme. If full time, place an "F" in the
space. If part time, indicate the fraction that is worked,
i.e., etc. in the space.

Professional

Name

Fraction
Of Time
Worked Name

Para rofe- ional
Fraction
Of Time
Worked



4. Indicate for each personnel category the number of currently unfilled

positions, the number of losses in the last year and the number of

personnel added in the last year. (If none, write "none" opposite

the appropriate category.)

Question 2.

Refer to category definitions in

Number of
currently Number of Number of
unfilled losses in additions in

Personnel Categpries pitofls I ast year last year

Professional

Paraprofessional

Technical

Clerical

Indicate major reasons for current vacancies, if any.

Indicate major reasons for losses, if any._

Indicate major reasons for additions, if any.

147



5. How many employees do youanticipate hiring in the next two years

for each of the following levels? (If none, write "none" opposite

the appropriate category.

Question 2.

Refer to category definitions given in

Per_sonnel Categories Number to be Hired

Professional

Paraprofessional

Technical

Clerical

6 If your fund ng were to be increased by a quarter (25% more than current

funding) in the next year:

A. How many people would you need in addition to present staff

and at what levels? (e.g., "3 professionals"). Use the

personnel categories given in Question 2.

B. What kinds of skills would they represent (e.g., proposal

writing, statistical analysis)

7. Listed below are several kinds of in-house employee training.

Check those you have used during the past year.

In-House Employee Training

A. Special supervised OJT or internship

B. One to two-week short courses

C. One to five-day seminars or institutes

D. Longer courses

E. Other (specify)

Used During
Past Year
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8. How much value do you place on the following training approaches for

current employees?

Place a check mark in the appropriate "value" column

Training Approaches
_

A. Three to five-day institutes or seminars

8. Longer institutes

C. One to two-week short courses

D. Longer courses

E. Interships in other agencies

F. Correspondence courses

G. Extension or other course arrangements
with colleges or universities on a
released time basis

H. Extension or other course arrangements
with colleges or universities on an
9,naloyILvm time

I. Other (specify)

Value of Approach

Little or Moderate Great
no value value value

Have you done any recruiting in the last year? Yes No

If you answered "yes", please respond to Question 10 through QueStion 14.

If you answered "no", turn to page and answer Question 14.

(To be answered only if you said "yes" to Question 9)

10. Are there any skills or sensitivities that have been particularly difficult
to find in recruiting staff for your project or unit? Yes No

If you answered "yes", please describe.
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(To be answered only if you said "yes" to Question g)
11. Have you had difficulty in recruiting personnel with qualifications in

specific content areas such as early childhood education, minority
education, remedial reading, vocational education or others?

Yes

If you answered "yes", please specify areas.

No

(To be answered only if you said "yes" to Question 9)
12. Listed below are a number of recruiting_argeedurtL. First, place a checkmark

in the left hand column by those you have used. Next, for each one that is
checked, indicate how effective it has been in finding people with appropriate
skills by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column.

Recruiting P ocedures

A. Journal or newspaper
advertising

B. Professional meeting
employment services

C. Referral by other
employees

D. Colleges and university
employment services

E. Informal survey of
professional colleagues

F. Review of unsolicited
applications

G. Recruitment from within

Other(specify)

Have
Used

Effectiveness of Recruiting_Eroeedures
Minimally Moderately Very
Effective _Effective Effective



(To be answered only if you said "yes" to Question 9)

13. Listed below are a number of selection techniques . First, place a
checkmark in the left hand column by each technlque you have used.

Next, for each one that is checked, indicate how effective it has been

for you in identifying personnel with needed skills by placing a

checkmark in the appropriate column.

Selection Have
Techniques Used

A. Interviews

B. Tests

C. Application
blanks

D. References

E. Work samples

F. Other (specify)

Effectiveness of Selectionjechniques
Minimally Moderately Very
Effective Effective I Effective

Please comment on any special problems in using the selection techniques.

14. Please comment'on any aspects of educational R-D-D-E employment or training

that are of interest or concern to you.



Rationale for Ques ionnaire A Items

Identifying information will be used for preparing tabular

presentations and for making comparisons of personnel needs and

training in various kinds of R-D-D-E activities.

Responses to Question 1 will provide the basis for classifying

projects or units as to their major focus as Research, Development,

Diffusion, Evaluation or Planning activities.

Responses to Questions 2 through 6 will provide the basis for

analysis of current R-D-D-E personnel structures by category and for

analysis of current and projected needs.

Responses to Questions 7 and 8 will indicate kinds of training

currently in use and estimates of the worth of various kinds of

training in helping educational R-D-D-E employees to upgrade their

skills.

Responses to Questions 9 through 13 will provide information

on skills and knowledge that are in short supply currently, as indicated

by recruiting difficulties, and therefore on areas in which training

emphasis might be placed. Effective recruiting procedures and recruiting

techniques will also be identified.



(Cover Letter from NCERD or NCES for Rroject Directors)

To The Project Director:

The study of which the enclosed questionnaire is a part is sponsored
by the Research Training Branch of the National Center for Educational

Research and Development. We urgently require data collected nationally
and on a valid statistical basis in order to plan programs to meet the

demand for trained personnel in Educational Research, Development,
Diffusion and Evaluation. We ask, therefore, that you cooperate in
filling out and returning the brief questionnaire promtply.

In addition to the information obtained through the use of the enclosed
questionnaire sent to project and unit directors and leaders, it is

necessary to determine the perceptions of other project and unit personnel

on related questions. For that purpose, a second brief questionnaire has

been prepared. In order to select a sample of individuals to whom the
second questionnaire will be sent we ask that you provide the survey
contractor with a list of some of your project personnel chosen as
indicated on the cover page of the questionnaire.

The study findings should be of substantial benefit to everyone concerned
with Educational Research, Development, Diffusion and Evaluation in
helping to insure an adequate supply of trained personnel.

Your assistance is essential in providing valid and reliable information.
It is very much appreciated.



(Employer Questionnaire Cover Letter for Project Directors

SURVEY OF PERSONNEL IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH,
DEVELOPMENT, DIFFUSION, EVALUATION AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES

To The Project Director:

The following questionnaire is concerned with enployment demand and

training needs for personnel in Educational Research, Development,
Diffusion, Evaluation (R-D-D-E), and for those in Educational Planning.
These activities are described on the following page. It is part of a
study designed to assist in planning for the development and support
of federally sponsored programs to respond to requirements for trained
personnel(and training capabilities) in educational R-D-D-E. Because

relevant, accessible training programs and training materials are
important to both employers and employees in these fields, we earnestly
request your cooperation in filling out the questionnaire.

The survey is sponsored by the Research Training Branch of The National
Center for Educational Research and Development and is the first survey of
educational R-D-D-E personnel activities and training that has been
conducted on the basis of a rigorous sampling design so that reasonable
estiates of personnel in the various sectors of educational R-D-D-E

can be made.

Please respond in your capacity as director or leader of a federally

funded R-D-D-E project. Your responses to the items should have reference
to the major such project on which you serve in a leadership capacity.

In addition to filling out the questionnaire, we ask that you provide us

with a listing of the names of project personnel who serve in professional

or paraprofessional capacities, as those categories are defined in Item 2
of the questionnaire, and on the enclosed sheet provided for the listing.

The lists will form a basis for designing a sample of individuals to whom

an additional questionnaire concerned with work activities and training
will be sent.

We realize the sensitivity of some of the information requested and assure

you that all data will be treated completely confidentially and the material
will be analyzed and reported only by aggregates, e.g., size of funding

type of R-D-D-E work, etc. The final page of the questionnaire contains a
brief explanation of the reasons for asking the various questions and the

use that will be made of the answers. In addition, we are enclosed a pre-

paid post card. If you would like to receive a brief summary of the report

resulting from the survey, check the appropriate box on the card and return

it to us.

Please return the questionnaire and the employee listing in the enclosed

stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Your prompt attention and cooperation will be very much appreciated.



Educational R-D-D-E Activittes

Educational Research_ includes activities which produce reliable
knowledge about new facts, principles or theories. It employs the

procedures of problem stating or hypothesis formulation, design,
measurement and analysis, in order to permit the generalization of
findings and replication, also, for purposes of verification. Educa-

tional research may be directed to highly diverse areas of investi-

gation, such as the effects of teacher behavior upon student per-

formance, stages of growth and development and their impact upon the

learning process, racial-ethnic correlates of intelligence and achieve-

ment, and the effects of individualized versus traditional instruction.

Educational_ Developilent includes activities which create new

educational methods, systems, materials or devices which have practical

utility. It includes the design of new products, and field testing to

determine their feasibility and the need for further modifications.

Development also generateF new products such as curriculum materials,

teaching techniques, instructional media, ways of assigning pupils to

school and architectural designs.

Educational_ Diffusion involves procedures which create the necessary

conditions for the adoption and utilization of new educational products

or techniques. It includes activities such as the conduct of demonstra-

tions, installation of new products on a trial basis, making adaptations

to local school situations and making widespread dissemination of
information about new educational products and their proven effectiveness.

Eductiorial_Tv_aluation_ includes activities that are necessary for

determining the effectiveness of educational programs, products or pro-

cedures. It may be done rigorously through deriving objective measures

of effectiveness under carefully defined conditions and by comparing

results against standards; or, evaluation may be conducted through more

informal methods such as ratings. Many measures are used in evaluation

that include student gains, teacher ratings, standardized aptitude
scores, costs of educational programs and measures of time-to-completion
of educational functions being studied.

Educational Planning,?nd Analysis includes activities directed toward

the establishment of goals and objectives within operating constraints,

and the development of strategies for attaining objectives after they

have been ordered for priority. Outcomes may be evaluated by rigorous
techniques such as economic, systems or psychometric analyses; however,
informal observation techniques may be used also. Adjustment is made in

objectives by educational planners through a process of feedback. Educa-

tional planning involves projects that are highly varied such as assessing

educational needs, reorganization of curriculum for individualization,

introduction of modular scheduling, goal-setting of achievement levels

for disadvantaged students,and the utilization of para-professionals

.and teacher aides.



Project Title

Project Director

Position Title

Address

QUESTIONNAIRE A (Project)

Training and Personnel Requirements

R-D-D-E (Project Director Questionnaire

Telephone

Agency Receiving Contract or Grant

Agency Director and Title

Address

Telephone

Sponsoring/Funding Agency

Agency Department

Project Officer

Primary Project Objective

Starting Date of Project

Ending Date of Project
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Place a checkmark beside .0 type of organization in which the project resid(,.

Educational R&D Center

Educational Laboratory

College, School of Education,
Department or other
university office

Private nonprofit organization

Industry or comme cial
organization

Other (specify)

Public School or School District

State Department of Education

Professional Association

Agency of Federal Government

Specify department

Approximate level of project funding from all sources for current fiscal year

$

Approximate level of project funding from all sources for last fiscal year

Anticipated level of project funding from all sources next fiscal year

Approximate percent of current fiscal year pro ect funds from:

% U.S. Office of Education

% Office of Economic Opportunity

% National S ience Foundation

% Other federal agencies (specify)

% State (specify)_

% Private Foundations

% Local School District

Industry

% Other (specify)

PLEASE ASSURE THAT ABOVE PERCENTAGES ADD TO 100Z.
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1. In order to help us classify your project or unit work, which may involve

several educational Research, Development, Diffusion, Evaluation, or
related planning and management tasks, please indicate the degree to which
each of the following activities is part of the work effort on your project

or in your unit.

IndiCate the degree of project involvement in each activity by placing

one of the following letters in the space provided before each item:

Place an "L" in the space if a large part of the effort is

devoted to the activity.

Place an "M" in the space if a moderate part of the effort

is devoted to the activity.

Place an "S" in the space if a small part of the effort

is devoted to the activity.

Place an "N" in the space if no part of the effort

is devoted to the a tivity.

Level of
Effort

1 Conducting basic scien ific inquiry related to educational

problems.

2. Conducting applied research studies directly related to

educational problems.

3. Investigating and assessing educational needs and requirements.

4. Gathering and providing infor ation for program planning

and design.

5. Developing new products or solutions for educational programs.

6. Testing and evaluating innovative solutions and programs.

7. Creating widespread awareness of tested solutions and programs.

8. Demonstrating effectiveness of solutions and programs to

target audiences.

9. Training target audiences in the use of solutions and programs.

10. Financial planning, and accounting for resources and
expenditures.

11.

12.

13.

Preparing reports, documentation, etc.

Training project/agency personnel to perform any R-D-D-E activity.

Other (specify)
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2. Below is a list of definitions of personnel categories for individuals
involved in R-D-D-E.

Professional

Substantial responsibility for carrying out project
or unit tasks independently

Paraprofessional

Responsibility for carrying out project or unit tasks
under moderate to heavy supervision, with little
independence of action

Technical

Trained for and carries out specific project activities
such as computer programming, audio-visual aid preparation,
or art work

Clerical

Routine typing, filing,numerical and other clerical tasks

The categories are given in the table below. Please indicate in the spaces
provided for each category, the number of full-time individuals you employ
on the project or in the unit, the number of part-time individuals and the
number of full-time equivalents.

Personnel Category Full Tipie

Professional

Paraprofessional

Technical

Clerical

Pa t Time
Full-time
gjaivalents
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Please list the names of project or unit personnel in professional
and paraprofessional categories on this sheet. Use personnel
category definitions in the previous item.

The attached list of personnel has been supplied by the U. S. Office of
Education. Please include these names on the list below if they are
still working on the project, and add any new personnel not on the
Office of Education list.

After each name, indicate whether the individual works full time
on the project or part itme. If full time, place an "F" in the
space. If part time, indicate the fraction that is worked,
i.e., 1/2, etc. in the space.

Professional

Name

Fraction
Of Time
Worked

Para rofessional

Name

Fraction
Of Time
Worked



4. Indicate for each personnel category the number of currently unfilled

positions, the number of losses in the last year and the number of

personnel added in the last year. (If none, write "none" opposite

the appropriate caregory.)

Question 2.

Refer to category definitions in

Number of
currently Number of Number of
unfilled losses in additions in

Personnel Categories p_ositions last year 1A5_1111

Professional

Paraprofessional

Technical

Clerical

Indicate major .or current vacancies, if any.

Indicate major reasons for losses, if any.

Indicate major reasons for additions, if any.



5. How many employees d- you anticipate hiring in the next two yearS

for each of the following levels? (If none, write "none" opposite

the appropriate category.) Refer to category definitions given in

Question 2.

Personnel Categories Number to be Hired

Professional

Paraprofessional

Technical

Clerical

6 If your funding were to be increased by a quarter (25% more than current

funding) in the next year:

A. How many people would you need in addition to present staff
and at what levels? (e.g., "3 professionals"). Use the
personnel categories given in Question 2.

B. What kinds of skills would they represent (e.g., proposal
writing, statistical analysis)

7. Listed below are several kinds of in-house employee training.
Check those you have used during the Rp_s_t_Kt.Eln.

In-House Employee Training

A. Special supervised OJT or internship

B. One to two-week short courses

C. One to five-day seminars or institutes

D. Longer courses

E. Other (specify)_

Used During
Past Year



8. How much value do you place on the following training approaches for

current employees?

Place a check mark in the appropriate "value" column

Training Approaches

A. Three to five-day institutes or seminars

B. Longer institutes

C. One to two-week short courses

D. Longer courses

E. Interships in other agencies

F. Correspondence courses

G. Extension or other course arrangements
with colleges or universities on a
released time basis

H. Extension or other course arrangements
with colleges or universi ies on an
TlIplpyeel§_pwn_time

Other (specify)

Value of Approach

Little or Moderate Great
no value value value

9. Have you done any recruiting in the last year? Yes No

If you answered "yes", please respond to Quest on 10 through Question 14.

If you answered "no", turn to page and answer Question 14.

(To be answered only if you said "yes" to Question 9)
10. Are there any skills or sensitivities that have been particularly difficult

to find in recruiting staff for your project or unit? Yes No

If you answered "yes", please describe.



(To be answered only if you said "yes" to Question g)
11. Have you had difficulty in recruiting personnel with qualifications in

specific content areas such as early childhood education, minority
education, remedial reading, vocational education or others?

Yes

If you answered "yes", please specify areas.

(To be answered only if you said "yes" to Question 9)
12. Listed below are a number of recruitil2=clures. First, place a checkmark

in the left hand column by those you have used. Next, for each one that is
checked, indicate how effective it has been in finding people with appropriate
skills by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column.

Effectiveness of Recruiting Procedures
Have Minimally Moderately Very
Used Effective Effective EffectiveRecruiting Procedures

A. Journal or newspaper
advertising

B. Professional meeting
employment services

C. Referral by other
employees

D. Colleges and university
employment services

E. Informal survey of
professional colleagues

F. Review of unsolicited
applications

G. Recruitment from within

H. Other(specify)



(To be answered only if you said "yes" to Question 9)

13. Listed below are a number of selection techniq. First, place a
checkmark in the left hand column by each technique you have used.
Next, for each one that is checked, indicate how effective it has been
for you in identifying personnel with needed skills by placing a
checkmark in the appropriate column.

Effectiveness of Selection Techniques
Selection Have Minirnally 'Moderately Very

Techniques Used Effective 4_, Effective _
Effective

A. Interviews

B. Tests

C. Application
blanks

D. References

E. Work samples

F. Other (specify)

Please comment on any special problems in using the selection techniques.

14. Please comment on any aspects of educational R-D-D-E employment or training

that are of interest or concern to you.



Rationale for Questionnaire A Items

Identifying information will be used for preparing tabular

presentations and for making comparisons of personnel needs and

training in various kinds of R-D-D-E activities.

Responses to Question I will provide the basis for classifying

projects or units as to their major focus as Research, Development,

Diffusion, Evaluation or Planning activities.

Responses to Questions 2 through 6 will provide the basis for

analysis of current R-D-D E personnel structures by category and for

analysis of current and projected needs.

Responses to Questions 7 and 8 will indicate kinds of training

currently in use and estimates of the worth of various kinds of

training in help ng educational R-D-D-E employees to upgrade their

skills.

Responses to Questions 9 through 13 will provide information

on skills and knowledge that are in short supply currently, as indicated

by recruiting difficulties, and therefore on areas in which training

emphasis might be placed. Effective recruiting procedures and recruiting

techniques will also be identified.

1f6



(Employee Questionnaire Cover Letter)

To The Respondent:

The attached questionnaire relates to one part of a survey of
employment demand and training for personnel in Educational
Research, Development, Diffusion and Evaluation (R-D-D-E).
You have been identified by your supervisor as one who is engaged
in one or more of these activities. We ask your cooperation in
filling.out the questionnaire.

You may have filled out questionnaires that appear to be similar in
the past, but this is the first survey of educational R-D-D-E that
has been conducted on the basis of a rigorous sampling design so
that reasonable estimates of personnel in the various sectors of
educational R-D-D-E can be mode.

We realize the sensitivity of some of the information requested and
assure you that all responses are completely confidential and will
be seen only by study personnel. Material will be analyzed only by
aggregates, and there will be no reporting of individual responses.
Certain questions are being asked in order to compare equality of
emPloyment, salary levels, age groupings, etc. with those in other
occupations. The final page of the questionnaire contains a brief
explanation of the reasons for asking the various questions and the
use that will be made of the answers.

When you have completed the questionnaire, please return it directly
to us in the attached, stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Your prompt attention and cooperation will be greatly appreciated.

1437



[

, Sex

Male

Female

Ethnic
Identification

Caucas ion

B1 ck

Spanish
surname

Oriental

Other
L(specify)

Questionnaire B Project Code No._
Name (optional)

Check the appropriate
age category

Actual Annual Salary

Under $ 3,000 $18,000 - $20,999
Under 25 45 - 49

3,000 $ 5,999 $21,000 - $23,999
25 29 50 54

$ 6,000 - S 8,999 $24,000 $26,999
30 34 55 - 59

S 9,000 $ 11,999 $27,000 $29,999
35 - 39 60 - 64

$12,000 $ 14,999 $30,000 or more
40 - 44 Over 64

_$15,000 $ 17,999

If less than full time, indicate
approximate fraction of full time that
you work, e.g., 14, etc.

Please indicate the complete title of the project or activity on which you are
currently working.

Write your job title or position

How long have you worked in your present job?

Number of years Number of months if less than one year

How many people do you supervise in this capacity.
If none; write "0".

Briefly describe what you do on this job.
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Check the highest level of formal education you have obtained.

High school with no college level course work

High school and some college courses, but do not have a
degree or certificate yet. Number of years completed

Two years of college completed with a degree or certificate

Bachelors degree

Masters degree

Masters degree plus work toward doctorate

Doctorate or post-doctoral degree

Other professional degree, specify type

If you have obtained a bachelors or a higher degree, please write in your
major field, e.g., education, psychology, etc.

1. Have you been employed previous to your present job? Yes__

If you answered "yes", complete the remainder of this question.
If your answer was "no", go on to the next question.

In Section A, indicate the number of years you have been employed by each type of

emp oyer. If none, write "none" in the space.

In Section 8, indicate the relevance of each type of previous employment to your
present job by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column.

preyiou,s, .Empjoyer

College or university

Educational R-D-D-E organizations

Government

Business and/or industry

School district

Other (specify)_

Section A
Number

of ea

Section B
Relevance to Present Job
Low Moderate jçh
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2. A number of educational areas are listed below. For each of the areas, please
indicate the approximate amount of formal course work, graduate or undergraduate,
you have completed by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column. If you
have had no course work in the area, place the checkmark in the "none" column.

Educational Areas_

1. Statistics

2. Learning theory

3. Social Psychology

4. Audio-Visual Education

5. Marketing

6. Sociology

7. Research design

8. Testing and measurement

9. Systems theory

10. Advertising

11. Educational administration

12. Political science

13. Philosophy of science

14. Data processing

15. Theories of teaching

16. Curriculum development

17. Communication theory

18. Decision theory

19. Information theory

20. Journalism

21. Anthropology

22. Other (speci y

Number of Courses_

None Few
(0 ) (1 or 2

Several 1 Many
3 toj I 6 or more

Circle the three areas from those listed above that are most important for your
current work, whether or not you have had course work in those areas.
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3 On the fol 1 ow ing pages is a list of activities that may be performed by those

working in educational Research, Development, Diffusion, Evaluation, andior

planning. Please indicate the degree to which you are currently involved in

each activity by entering a number value between 0 and 7 in the space provided

to the left of each 'tem. The numerical scale that you dr0 tO to:r is defined

as follows:

0 - Definitely not a part of my work activity.

1 - Only a mijiot: part of my work

A substantial part of my work
5

6

7 - A most sdanificant part of my work

Those numbers that are not defined may be used in accordance with your best
judgment as to their positions on tho scale betwoln the anchoring dorinitions.

In the space following each i tem please indicate the degree of your
interest in obtaining additional training in the activities snecified

using the following symbols:

Place a "G" in the space if you have Groat
Interest in additional training.

Place an "S" if you have only a Small
Interest in additional training.

Place an "N" if you have No Interest in
additional training.

Your Current Involvement
(Enter one number (Ente

from 0 7 scale)_
1. Synthesizing literature relevant to a project

2. Choosing variables for research or experimental treatment.

3. Developing measuring instruments.

4. Organizing data for analysis.

5. Selecting statistical t(chniques that are appropriate
for'analysis or conducting tests of data.

6. Using aids in data analysis, such as computer processing.

7. Drawing conclusions from data analyses and reporting findings

8. Specifying performance objectives of instruction.

by

Your Interest In
A,ldi tional Training
"G","S", or "N" )

9. Describing a product to be develo ed.
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Your Current Involvement
(Enter one number
from 0 7 scale)

10. Designing and managing field tests

11. Revising a product based upon field evaluation.

Your Interest in
Additional Trainin

(Enter "G","5", or "N

12. Determining characteristics of target groups for
product dissemination.

13. Selecting the best way to get information to target groups.

14. Composing information for widespread dissemination.

15. Implementing actual dissemination.

16. Devising long term evaluation of an installed product.

17. Identifying desired outcomes of an educational system

1E1. Establishing priorities among school system objectives.

19. Evaluating strategies for attaining school system
objectives.

20. Determining educational program resources (human, material,
financial).

21. Writing proposals for either R, D, D, or E pvojects.

22. Monitoring educational programs to determine deviations
from design plans.

23. Developing criteria and data collection procedures for
measuring effectiveness of innovative practices and
products.

24. Translating program objectives into behavioral terms.

25. Using techniques of measurement to derive data for
establishment of standards.

26. Other (specify)

27. Other (specify)
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4. Since you have been employed in this field, how much of the following kinds of

training relevant to odgicational Research, Development, Diffusion, or Evaluation

have you had? Indicate by placing a cheokmark in the appropriate column after
each kind of training.

Type of Training Amount of Training_
None Very little Moderate Extensive

Special supervised on-the-
job training or internship

In-service courses

Other (specify)

5. Several approaches to training are listed below. Indicate the value you place
upon each approach either to meet current job requirements or plans you might

have for personnel advancement. Place a checkmark in the appropriate column
after each approach.

A. Programmed instruction
materials for your own use

B. Three to five-day institutes

C. Longer institutes

D. One or two-week university
short courses

E. Correspondence courses

F. Extension courses

G. Other (specify)

Comments:

Value of 4proach
Little or
no val_ue Some Value Great Value



6. How important do you feel it is to receive college credit for any additional
training you might obtain? Indicate by placing a checkmark below the

appropriate category.

Extremely
Important Important

Extremely
Undecided Unimportant gnlmortant

If you c erked "important" or "extremely important", please give your reasons.

To what extent are you satis_fied with your present job? Place a checkmark below

in the appropriate category.

Extremely
Satisfied Satisfied

Extremely
Undec ded Dissa isfied Dissatisfied

Please comment on reasons for satisfaction or dissatisfaction with your job.

8. To what extent is advancement probable in your present ob?

Place a checkmark below the appropriate category.

Highly
Probable P obable

Highly

Unknown Improbable Im robable

Please comment on reasons for your estimate of probability of advancement
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9. Please enter any additional comments below that you would like to make

on R-D-D-E employment and training.



Rationale for Questionnaire B Items

Information as to age, sex, ethnic identification, education and

salary will make possible comparisons with other occupations.

Job titles and descriptions will permit classification into

Research, Development, Diffusion, Evaluation and Planning categories.

Responses to Question I will indicate the sources from which

employees came in R-D-D-E work and possible relationships between

R-D-D-E and other types of employment.

Responses to Question 2 will provide specific information as

to educational backgrounds and help to identify training areas for

future R-D-D-E employees.

Responses to Question 3 will indicate the relative involvement

of R-D-D-E employees in various kinds of activities and will suggest

areas of investigation for meeting needs for training.

Responses to Question 4 through 6 will indicate the kinds of

training now in process for R-D-D-E personnel, the kinds they feel to

be valuable and the importance of college credit for additional training.

These responses will have implications for the development of training

policy and programs.

Responses to Questions 7 and 8 will indicate job satisfaction

and advancement possibilities and will have implications for attracting

and recruiting personnel into R-D-D-E work, and providing greater

value in these activities for current employees.

17ts
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Appendix D

COST OF PREPARING AND MAILING QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FIELD TEST



COST OF PREPARING AND MAILING
QUESTIONNAIRES FOR FIELD TEST

Cost of preparation

Coordination, typing and proofreading

Printing from Camera Ready Copy
(including collating, folding and binding )

Fold out master (11" x 17" .

$ 3.50 per page

.2 70 per page

17 40 per page

Mailing envelopes (per 100) 2 00

Return envelopes (per 100) 4 80

Postage

Employer plus 4 employee questionnaires

(including 5 return envelopes and cover material) 1 20

Employer questionnaire
return envelope and cover material 40

Employer questionnaire
return envelope and cover material 40

Single return 40

Number printed: Questionnaire A. 125, Questionnaire B. 300

Number of pages printed (32 @ $6.50 per page) 198.00

Cost of foldouts (Photographic negative,
plate and printing) 129.00

Number packages sent (71) 85.00

Number singles sent 38) 15.00

Number returned (58) 23.00

Approximate tixtal cost $456.80

Period includes: from date mailed 11/19, through 12/28/71,
first returns received 11/23/71.


